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DIVESTITURE AND
IMPACT

of
"Bell

•
AT&T and
is perceived
and equipment. As
of
and pa
nonunionized, to
BOC's, inc
Cali
's
independent te
Continental), are
emphasize h
formerly carried on in
unregulated (and o

1

Because telephony is so centra
and economy, these ac
and hundreds of thousands
marketed only to the most
quality, universally avai
telephone service may be
reductions by the telephone
and equipment manufacturers
idling of thousands of employees
service.
Ultimately, the social
service could exceed the returns
heaLing is intended to explore
government in ensuring (1)
un versally available and (2)
a~.;..·umulated over 100 years of
not. squandered.
2.

of life
is

telephone
This

are

Universal Telephone
'I'he Lifeline

In l983, the Legislature
law the Moore Universal Te
Stats.l983).
The Moore Act dec
telephone is a basic human need
made available to all Californ
s
minimum use" and directed the Publ c
to construct a "universal lifel
accomplish this end.
It also
Service Fund, supported
a smalJ
Monies from this fund are al
for their provision of a dis
to income-eligible customers. The
recaptured a tiny portion of the
once kept the price of local
ce
the form of affordable service, to
to benefit from competitive offer
service altogether.
Today, over 500,000 low-income
universal lifeline service.
But,
from Pacific Bell and performed
was revealed that as many as 500 000
are not availing themselves of life
diverse, but three stand out.
F
universal lifeline-eligible customers
service.
Second, many eligible customer
measured service find the limited
30 "free" calls, with a
--constraining and unreasonably
lifeline customers make about 50
make many more.)
Third, the e
2

s.
s
ce

th

customers
sal

line
r1t:...ed
universal
strict
nonuse, the
1
i

f

fj

To
customers,
required.
So far,
ce nas been
More channels of

One

unl
ted se
discount avai
ion. Thus a
ted number
discount
t.
The
prevent
istance

Fund.

number of
\vould sti l resu
other customers.
Un

use, rcor does it recognize geographical diffe
com.:.11t:;Z<ications in various regions of the state.
is deliberating on these possible actions now,
act.

als
need for
In fact 1 the PUC
s yet to

The Moore Universal Telephone Service Act,
to
provide a safety net for telephone customers
teleco~~unications environment stabilizes, sunsets
But
c6mpetition in the long-distance market may cause reduct
in
long-distance service (including that provided by AT&T the only
carrier currently serving all regions of Cali
a)
higher
prices for service to outlying areas.
Competi
local
te 0phone market, if permitted by state or
coLld result in withdrawals and reduction of
ac~ornplisned directly or through prohibitive
ces.
These outcomes would be catastrophic for the
islature's
univer3al service goal.
The Moore Act could sunset at a very
di~advantageous time.
3.

The Telecommunications Workforce After

Nearly 1 million workers were

loyed by AT&T and

i n·3ependem::. telephone companies prior to divestiture.

FollovTing
i'vest.iture, AT&T and the BOC's began to redis
Bell
Sy::.;terr, workforce, encouraging managers to take ear
rement,
transferring workers to different organizations and locales, and
ge~erally seeking to shrink their labor rolls.
One reason given
for this action was that new technology, pa
lar
compnterize..l switching devices, was reducing the
certain
employees.
The competitive long-distance
MCI and
GTE Sprint, were already operating with
technologies that required many fewer workers to
(though
their services were more limited than AT&T's and the BOC's).
The situation is the same in the equipment market.
:t:nc.r ea.singl y, manufacturers export manufactur
and as
jobs overseas.
Recently, AT&T announced it was c
ts
Shreveport, Louisiana, handset assembly plant, the last such
plant operating in the United States, and trans
the
assembly functions to Singapore. Also, the
the
layoff of nearly 24,000 employees in its Informat
terns
division, which manufactures and installs telecommunications
equipment; thousands of these layoffs will take place
ca:Lifornia. The Federal Communications Commiss
FCC) has
opened an inquiry entitled Computer III, in which it has
expressed a desire to remove former regulatory
the
amalgamation of AT&T's two halves, AT&T Information
AT&'r Communications (which provides long-distance
t b .is rein tegr<'l ti.on takes place, some expert.s pr~c'l i t ,
r lH·r
jobs will be loRt at AT&T.

lower

to

:r1

Questions of general interest to the Committee include the
following:

• What is the impact of telecommunications
the AT&T divestiture on consumers, indus
labor unions? Do consumers and telecommunicat
workers have common interests, e.g., rising
ra~es vs. long-term employment stability?
What
impact of recently announced layoffs in the
telecooonunications industry on service standards?
California consumers be hurt?

ll

• What is the impact of deregulation, foreign
and rapidly growing telecommunications
industry employment? What impact, if any,
developments have on California telecommunicat

on
s?

• What is the impact of telecommunications deregu
the AT&T divestiture on local teleph6ne service and
equipmer.c. options? Are consumers adequately in
become "smart shoppers" in the marketplace? Is
telephone service sufficiently flexible and reasonab
priced to offer disparate consumers a variety of
affordable rates?
• What is the impact of telecommunications deregu
the AT&T divestiture on the long distance

and
to
s at
and
?

• What is the status of the "equal access" impl
Are consumers confused, or satisfied, by their
distance choices?

?

• What is the impact of competition in the long distance
marketplace on industry employment and labor
ons?
• What is the status of the Moore Universal Te
Se
Act in California? Has this program proved successful? Is
Universal Telephone "Lifeline" service as current
offered
sufficiently flexible to meet consumer demands?
not,
what additional options should be offered?
• How are the local telephone companies external
the Universal Telephone Lifeline Program
California? Are eligible California consumers
informed about this telephone service option? Are
telephone company customer representatives
informed and given sufficient incentives by
successfully market this service to the public?
• What is the future of universal telephone service
California?
Thurman White
Robert Jacobson
Consultants
October 18, 1985
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Phone .l\ctivists.

Since Divestiture
~a,;wed

From FiYst Page

t'lrnce rev<"r;._,t~--would mectn higher
ph •n" bJilS .tGW.
·'The b< .• r e<be for us is the worst case
,:.rs.
Wil:lam G Bums,
0

serv~rtg

Ny;wx
New Yt,rk and

rmes would gu up sub-

.w three times w:r,:it they
ln

SLit• s. Bell compan!.es have
r•e;;u., w ,·qmce local service by

• : .•·;4'r•;~

loc«i calls based on time of
•·e anJ duration. Under Bell of

's proposal, residmt•al cus·

r.,-,;ers ,.;,,;,:li pay ahout $5 a month for a
liHt'

:~nd Pach loca.l
lx~ lJilied at

W•H,;'l

fi;·sf ;rum.te and
aciditl< ..:~.:

C<.tll during peak
about f1ve cent.'>

OilE'

cent for each

Customers could still
ratr •nd make unlimited local
:ne ft:.:.t rate would jump about
:£1'.·.:1:'· a month.

lilt·y lTtJlHlLu_l,

c(;n::una~r

gr:,UJ>S

benefit of their 1!:17\is expl:'rieno~.

t ve

v. ,.,,. :o-;,cldc-n mer•:a.ses m !":l.'atmg bills
.iled mi;ill,~of-theroad <:nnsnnkr groups
v., l1
. ,,~fl acu .1[:;;.;:; twd to Ralph
S<td·~·;·
..: ,r;JZ:itions~ In the ptlone-mtt>
harue, thr Teh:conununicaUons Research
ar1d Acri:m Center and i)ublic Citizt'n- notr1
1

rdmed lu Mr. Nadt-·r-are
'lilth tht> C .. Sclf<1er t<'edHf,~ion oi America

and severa, groups representing the eldrrl.Y
TiH~St

f-.~ani?:'tUors, aL n~t!-'ed jn W~:sn~

,n.

l;:iormal

t:learin~:hvuses

for local activlst.s. This summer, cun~;umer
or~c1nizcrs frorn JH stales in llle E,ist
the :\{ldwt·st met natwr~c... ! leaders
burgh l:i i<'<•rn tu·.v to fig;,: or: two
or11.'e. Th<' Hki w,;s to org<;;lize demonscra-

' .CJns

if8.1li

the public's attention while

cevelop;n;.;
and ecom;mic arguments
to ;:rresc):tt to state utilny c:ornmisslons.

consnmer groups have
Oil

timed local service. E:i.r·

Boy Scout
' rhood

se-

Olht'r groups to ap-

pPar publdy against !t. ThP utillty commission's c"nsL:ilH'r servicP bureau also received 1,200 ner;ative ph nne call.; and peti.
tions bearing B,OOO sir.:natures.

"'
rvtce

By PENNY PAGANO,

Times

Writer

WASHINGTON-Two out of
three telephone customers believe
that the breakup of AT&T has not
affected the quality of local phone
service, a new nationwide survey
of resident1al telephone users released
shows.
The
conducted by the
Gallup
for the U.S.
Telephone
also found that
only one in five customers changed
their
service in the last
year.
At the same time, many of the
L200 households
said
;,he:, still do not understand the
of the Beil
the
new
charges and such issues as the
ability to
local telephone
networks that spefacllities
cialize in
service.
Of those surveyed, the results
showed that:
• On local
service, 66%
rated the
the same as before
divestiture;
said service is
better; 14% called it worse, and 2%
Please $flfi
Pqe 11

/ Io

saysHatf':
of igible U
e'Phone
'

about half of California's.
hvweholds took advantage
cut-tate basic telephone service
lor low-income residents in the
fitiilt year, the Public
Commission reported
the PUC counted
493,768
customers who
had signed up for 1.10-called Lifeline
service.
The service was made available
in
to households with

of $11,000 or less-a
threshold raised to . $11,500 this
year. Lifeline service is available
to a
residence served
""';II"""" number, and
sign a statement of
provided by the local
company. According to
censw; and other statistical data,
nearly 1 million California households would meet the income teat.
Because response to the service
fell below expectations, "'"'""''""""
the PUC last March increased the
income threshold and ordered local
companies to publicize
service, which has been
done with flyers inserted in month-

envelopes.

II

In ScJ'fl'mha J9SJ. G<>Vcmor Deukmeiian signed

•

mto ],/\\'the: "Moore Unn'er.~ill Telephone Service
Act' dllthorc:d ln· A.c;$cmhlym(·mber Gwen Moore.
Thl· new l<1w silr.\. "Communication by telephone
Js d /J,JSJc hunwn need in modern society and
mu-;t k m.I<le ll\'t~ild/Jlc to <11l Californians lit a
rc,;s( mt~I,Jl· t'ost for basic minimum usc."
In Tl'SJ'nnse to this laH: Pacif1c Bell is ple<Jscd to
offer llni\'asill Lifeline discount telephone service
-su thilt n·cry C1lifornian C£m have a phone .

What is Universal Lifeline Telephone
Service?
Umvc::-;al Lifeline is a discount phone service
--mOIL' th:m :;()<}(,off-for eligible Californians.
tChL·ck p.1gc? to ~ec if you're eligible.)

\Vhat do you get with Universal Lifeline
Telephone Service?
I. Phmw SL'rYice at only half the regular monthly
r.1tc a\·;nLlhk m your area.
2. t Jnim1itcd mcommg, calls.
~. Thmy (lllty,oing, local calls a month (each
.lLldnmnallocal call i~ billed separately), or
unlnwtcd out,>;,olng, local calls, depending upon
\\'here you llvc in California. (For details, sec
JhJ.'.:L ) )
t A "':C,C-;1-momh credit on the cost of leasing or

buying a phone.
:1. ~o dcpo~lt for new service, if you don't have

any unpaid telephone bills.
off the cost of a regular service change. lf
\'OU ;He already a Pacific Bell customer, it will
cost you only $'.50, instead of the regular
ShOO. to have your service changed to UniWf'>al Lifeline.
' :>0°~> off the cost of installing phone service once
a year including one modular jack. if needed.
If yGu arc a new Pacific Bell customer, or you
move to a new address, you will pay $17.25,
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COMMUNICATIONS DAILY
Thursday
August 22, 1995
AT~T-IS

WILL CUT 24,000 JOBS BY EARLY

AT•T announced Wed. i t will elimi
Information Systems, about 20% of 119 1 000 wor
earl~
next year.
About 19,000 will be cut
next ;ear. AT•T said.
Spokesman sai
wor
jobs or earl
retirement where possib e,
AT•T-IS Chmn. Robert Allen, who announc
t•lephcna call, said market conditions
ner :;;,saT/.
will

oth ,
be+

cost AT•T about •900 million
Entire sum will be covered

ayof~
lnvolv•• 16,700 union empl
Communications Workers of America
Me
n Bahr demanded "immediate
tran fers. as well as possibility
retirement incentives as management.
alma t inaurmountable obstacle
CWA
abor contract next year.

AT•T-IS began life after divest
employes, was down to 96,000 by first
year
r•assignn.~nt or attrition.
But with FCC dec sion
allo~•ing ~ome consolidation of
AT•T-IS funct ens
employes from AT~T Technologies factories
119,000.
Allen said cuts were made poss
bee
se AT•T-IS for fir~t time has cent ol
deve opment, manufacturing, marketing,
company, can operate as single business wi
About 7,400 of layoffs are under way a
Cutbacks will affect about 15,000 st
f
in tnstallation, maintenance and ather tech
3,
J in product distribution and 2,000
whose el1mtnation was announced previously.
part sales account, design and deve
t
wo ' t be affected.
As part of financial incent ves for
announced newly enhanced pension plans
nonmanagement employes, but CWA"s Bah
to take salary cuts and forego 8.5%
management pension raise is twice th
and •howect insensitivity to union workers
approaching equality of sacrifice on
cost-cutting struggle, he said.
•Rt

FORCE
AT~T

payments,
set aside
l "a few

agement.
CWA Pres.

an
major

98,000

this :,·ear
33,000

of

4,000

s,
mast
stems jobs

ecutives
said
loyes
nothing
and a

half workers for every manager at ATT-IS
workers for every manager, that ratio is go ng
wrong direction for a company that is already
But industry analysts said move was eve due
couldn"t carry surplus positions in unragulat
of what they're doing now should have bean ace
divestiture . . . They're carrying so much wei
t
expanses~"
that i t ' s difficult to compete "
Robert Knox of Yanke• Group consultants.

heavy.

"A

1 ot

" said

Knox also speculated that AT~T-IS could be t imming
n prior·
to nstrategic alliance" with outside firm, such as takeover of a
computer company.
AT~T has
long been rumored to
n mar at for
computer firm, and current slump in that indus r
hose
ATI!.:T
companies more affordabl•.
One often rumored ••
takeover target is Digital Equipment Co
CDECJ
r·ov ide
AT~T with a
computer base and give DEC batter
Unix-based
marl(et.

; r i ght
COMNUNICATIONS DAILY
August 27, 1985

Co~,

Communications Workers of America has f
forces Cone for each CWA regionJ to review impac
cutbacks announced by AT~T Information Systems Aug
p1>.
Of 24,000, AT~T already had announced al m
plants in Shreveport and Denver.
company expects reduction of 18,000 by and of
early next year.
Exact size of layoffs isn't c •
employes will be offered retirement
jobs where possible, Tarpey maid.
He said l i s t
positions to be cut won't be ready until Oc
costs and savings involved.
However, CWA Pres.
AT~T came up
"with a dollar amount that they wanted to save on
payroll and translated that into people, an
now
goi 9 to
look for them.
If they really had an identified
t
"IOU i d
know where they were."
About 70% of jobs to ba ali
nonmanagement and 92% of those are unionized
bean
planning day of protest Aug. 29, will
front
of AT~T hq in N.Y.C. as part of protest, may sc
actions in other cities, CWA spokeswoman sa

•

LOS ANGELES TIMES, Sept. 18, 1985

C1ver 1,300 California Jobs
t~o Be Eliminated by AT& T
From Staff and Wire R.eporU
More than 1,300 California
JObs-the highest total for any
gtate-are among the 24,000 posi-

tions being eliminated nationwide
by AT&T in the retrenchment of its
Information Systems division.
In the first state-by-state details
that AT&T has provided since its
mass1Ve cutback was announced
last month, the company identified
the locations of only about 10,500 of
its planned job reductions. Thus,
California's }Ob loss could rille when
the company identifies further cutbacks later this year.
The lost jobs announced Tuesday, including about 700 in the Los
Angeles area, represent about 14%
of the 9,600 California employees of
AT&T's Information Systems division, which makes and sells computers and office equipment. Altogether, AT&T has 28,000

employees in the state.
AT&T said that all but 275 of the
1,334 affected California jobs will
be in "non- management." Most of
those will be service technicians
and clerical and other support
personnel based at numerous offices or operating out of their homes
around the state. .
In New York, 1,310 of 7,189 jobs.
are being eliminated, and in New
Jersey, 1,074 of 11,700, the company said. Other states hard hit by the
job cuts are Colorado with 660,
Florida with 903, Pennsylvania
with 519 and Texas with 679.
'More than 117,000 people are
employed nationwide by AT&T
Information Systems, which is
based in Morristown, N.J. 'J'he
consolidation and cost-cutting
move, the AT&T division said, was
Pleue MeATH, P~ 14

least
lavoffs
_are ules, research and develop"fDetlt and in the computer division.
4ilbeadded.
• Of the
about
to be affected

·ble.

. ~erVe,"

Coulahan said: "That's not to say
there won't be
in those
affected less
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ASSEMBLY
UTILITIES
Gwen Moore,
DIVESTITUTE AND TELECOMMUNICATIONS DEREGULATION:
IMPACT ON SERVICE AND LABOR
Museum of S
si
October 23,

•

CHAIRWOMAN GWEN MOORE:

~ve

are expecting some more

1

re

to
us.

to j

started.

We

We have a lengthy

agenda.
I'd like to

at

Assemblywoman Teresa
District.

Welcome.

s

to my

s from

ft,
Assembly

Thank you

today in

which we will

on

workers and te

customers

Divestiture,
introduction of new

•

tion at home

and from abroad, are af
labor.

The long

service and
are in turmoil.

stance and

at AT&T

The 75,000 CWA
are about to vote on a
Consumers report that

1

h

telephone industry and
Could things be more con

about the

st 11

s

are

to come.

?

17

Two issues directly concern us.
quality of telephone

is the

Is

same high

quality we came to expect

?

Are all consumers benefi
industry?

the telephone

Equally important, is

now

Californians at reasonable rates

to all
to be?

11
i

What has happened to universal lifel

?

And, is

it sufficient?
The consequences of

telecommunications

for the telephone workforce, one of

st human

state's

resources, is our second concern.

s are there

for employing this very skil

?

wide-scale layoffs deskilling

danger of

Are we

?

ttee. We

s

These are the rna
welcome your response to the

the

I'd like to first
a little

CWA people. Then, the PUC will
bit about its role.
to the Committee.

of we

That is my

Pete Arth back
Mann

We will have Pete

We

Then, we will hear from the te
the PUC.

into lifeline and the procedures

11 get
, I'd like
s Wood,

to start with the CWA repre
and one other representative.

s

In the absence of
here, I will represent

consumer.

2

11

f

sn't get

much for

N.S.

inviting us here

s

Howard, who is an

of

me

s Terry
also,

Susie Wells, who is a

Bell.

I want to talk about

1 interest

that were in the package

, Terry

and Susie want to talk

•

ssues

affect

their jobs
Your first ques

was

of deregulation

on consumers, workers, and labor.

,

confused since
consumers.

been

All telephone workers,

telephone companies.

, are consumers of

We are as

consumer issues as

we are in employee issues,

af

t

us.

Since

have

experienced
I

will say, we have

Bell.

, although,

s

fie

to

They have shown real

s to work
s not

s.

employees to avoid
happened at AT&T, whi

no

to resolve

s

11

issues to save j
CHAIRWOMAN MOORE:
willingness," could
willingness," what

you say
for us?

de
you mean?

3

s

"a
"a

MS. WOOD:

What's

recent

s

corporate officers of Pacifi

0

CWA and talked specif

to avoid

layoffs.

s of

We did that

Layoffs were really a big issue at
discussion.

our

We talked about

ssibly be

could

done to avoid layoffs.
CHAIRHm'!AN MOORE:

In

were there

provisions in the union contract

to

al

ss

surplus employees?
I-IS. WOOD:

is a

surplus employees,

s

be laid off.

on

to deal
will

Yes.

CHAIRWOMAN MOORE:
Or, is

the same?

under

stitute?
lv1S • WOOD :

rights.

Were

stitute?

d

su

was recall

The on

were split

s

Recall rights were

to other

off from the local operating
companies like AT&T In

from

1

Pacific Bell.
CHAIRWOMAN MOORE:
!-iS. WOOD:

Yes.

CHAIRWO~~N

MOORE:

all 24,000 AT&T employees

re

Pacif
are

wanted to?
4

sts?

11

save

essence,
0

f

it

MS. WOOD:

Yes, it could if

would say the PUC doesn't want

to.

I'm sure it

to

, it

could.
The meeting we had resulted
current contract, which is highly usual

, we

changed the rule about surplus.

ch, I

We made some

think, benefit employees at Paci

•

Bell.

Bell won't use contract workers as
with layoffs.

For

, Pacific

as

are threatened

Those kinds of things.

CHAIRWOMAN MOORE:

Does this bene

t

imate

consumers we are concerned about?
MS. lvOOD:

We think it does .

Even

off, there is a price to pay, whether

someone

's a layo

early retirement bonus, or

If you pay a

layoff allowance to one worker,

a sa

worker who is a contract
our opinion.

to another

is not cost-ef

You could pay only one person

That really would save money

a

run.

The cutbacks we have

so far

specifically to budget requirements,
requirements.

allowance, an

se

There have been cases

if these cutbacks are made.

Ne

been tied

work won't get done
company

s re

with

answers as to what they are going to
CHAIRWOMAN MOORE:

Give me an

the budget that is not

of
of

's tied to
consumer.

5

1-/

MS. WOOD:

Sure.

use

&T

CHAIRWOMAN
&T technicians

MS.

ss

who install

Yet,

customers are

loyees, by

their force is

will do

work

who

and no one

s

68 techn

We

are going to be
they

laid off, who
are going to be

formed us

has

that these

, because

i

AT&T has too

come.

can't afford to

to come to

It

, there
, but we are

is plenty of
going to

?

recall rights for

MS. WOOD:

year.

next two years

the

Some people
la

were recal
CHAI

s

no

tvm years.

off again.

are you recalled

f

to your same J
j

MS.

that's

avai
long

California

6

run, because they won't be able to get quality

ce.

There

won't be enough people to provide that
As for telecommunication equipment
has closed plants in the

u.s.

AT&T

and opened

manufacture telephone equipment.

So far, that hasn't affected us

in California, but we expect that it

11.

In our opinion, there

aren't real standards for telecommunications equ

•

are for electrical equipment.

, as there

Its now rated on its

lity to

w·ork with our network, not on its ability equipment to stand up
under tough use or perform for any length of time.
equipment has a rating standard that says, "Yes,

Electrical
is is good

electrical equipment.

You can use it safely and not

worry if you buy it."

There isn't that kind of rating for

telephone equipment.
telephones that
months.

People are buying very a

to

, fancy

don't work well and don't last more

They are not going to be

a few
phones back

to

to Taiwan to have them repaired.
CHAIRWOMAN MOORE:
effect on California.

You said it eventually could have an

Are you saying the equipment made in

Taiwan is not as substantial as that made in Cali

?

It's

probably made from the same specs.
MS. WOOD:

We don't know.

It just s

have no idea what it is going to be like.

We really

We know that the

telephone equipment that's now imported is not up to our
accustomed standards, and that people complain
something they assume is going to work and doesn't.
7

buying

CHAIRWOMAN MOORE:
standards

Is

a

to e

te

i

?

so a que

MS. WOOD:

to

whether or not consumers are
shoppers.

't

We

a real

0

job of letting

our local

ava
if

union some
because they

Korean.

to was sales.

But,

great if

ish

se

want to

there is no

were assigned

job
to

't

speaking customers.

That's

a

you

t to

CHAIRWOHAN MOORE

calls?

s

ca

r-1S. WOOD
Our

good

them and how to

what

make choices

smart

tand

for

is

other

s.

so

to make

sales

se

s,

languages.
CHAIRWOMAN .t>:'!OORE:
ability to

consumers

as there is an
t-1S.

selling.
attitude is

as long

1

on

Our concern is

is no

the

consumers?

re

WOOD

, is

Your

ce.

on

As
sell

can

8

as the
, we

are not responsible for them,"

consumers, and it

not

really is not good for

A

of

is

s

1 is not

providing service and rna
CHAIRWOMAN MOORE:
here.

Gee

I'm

Go ahead.
MS. WOOD:

There is also a

We are very unhappy with the

•

1 access.

stion

access.

is

1

tive

We really think that people assume, if
choice, that there will be no change in the
As you know, that is not true.

We bel

affect our employment, because compan
provide operator services.
telephone operators.

A lot

to
AT&T do not

s
our CWA

to a non-AT&T
r level of

s for us,

people who most

are the people who are most 1

te
confused

to

, and

don't speak English, people who are e
handicapped.

are

For every consumer ass

company, that is a certain job
service for them:

te

They're the people

are

to

hardest time trying to figure out what's
make their choices.

and how to

They are the people who

extra service provided by AT&T.

are

need the
they

We
th it.

can have on that decision, but we are very

We

think that it is not fair to consumers.
, Sus

As far as lifeline

you about what service representatives

9

is

to talk to

1 new customers calling

in, and what their incentives are

life

If I may, let me

s

have Susie tell you what

to

divestiture.
MS. SUSIE WELLS:
representative for Paci

I

m Sus

Wel s.

Bell.

the time I have been a

service representative, I have
given to me
customers.

I'm a

sts

f

the company on
I have seen over

opportunities for customer-or
CHAIRWOMAN MOORE:

Excuse me.

Ms. Hughes has a

question.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN

How

representative for the phone
MS. WELLS:

have you been a

?

Five years.

ASSEMBLYWOMAN HUGHES:
address?

How your job has been
MS. WELLS:

to our customers.

f

Wwe are
Incentives are

representatives to offer customers
benefit them, but which will bring
ASSEMBLTivOMAN HUGHES:

All

me an example.
service.

I am coming in for the first time to apply
Would you role play with me what you
subscriber prior to dives
you would execute

ture,

today?

10

s
go

to me as a new
your role as

MS. WELLS:
curse

s, ta

to
customers

to

needs

were --

have

shown them

to pick

the services they

to use.

CHAIRWOMAN MOORE:

How

MS . v·lELLS :

•

wa

a

to do this?

not

to divestiture

1 c

s

repre

t is rea

to

negotiate and order new
customers who real

residence

don't

us to
want.

want

to them
In addi

many

deal of

ce order

a

t

bit of

0

vlere

s a

As d

closer,

, a

individual

•

they

California who

le

di

v1ant

out

a

are non-English

li'le

ser

across to them.
want, didn't

f

They

whatever we were

to get

ces,

didn't

how to use, and had

of getting.

All they wanted was a
CHAIRWOMAN MOORE:
Prior to d
work

ture

Let's

could

, so we can be clear.
as

customers

, to
You were

11

able to show them and discuss the

of

that was
was

avilable through the company.
urging to begin streamlining
divestiture, there is timing on

amount of

with the customer, and you don't
options.

can

to

lore all the

Bilingual people probably suf

don't understand.

You just sell as

most,
as

can.

se they
You

points for selling?
MS. WELLS:

Yes, there are

services

s.

are "incentive," other services are not.
CHAIRWOMAN MOORE:

Give me an

of those

incentives.
MS. WELLS:

Customer-calling

CHAIRWOHAN MOORE:
calling service?

s.

vJhat do

sell

get

me custom

I want custom ca 1

I'm a customer

What

do you get?
MS. WELLS:

If I

been

sell a quota,

set for me, then I get to keep my job.
CHAIRWOMAN MOORE:

certain amount of custom-calling?
MS. WELLS:

have to sell a

In other

Custom-calling

packages, Touchtone, and measured

j

of

Is
1

s to

?

1

cus
res

1

customer, as opposed to lifeline.
CHAIRWOMAN MOORE:

What do

Oh, you don't get points?

12

the most

for.

Iv1S.

WELLS

In

s

1,

res

amounts.

62

ject
doesn't

sell custom call

At our end,

customers call

•

se

I

contacts.

11

Bas

orders.

to

are our

I

112.93
CHAIRWOMAN MOORE:

sound 1

to

S

doesn

II

to do

MS. WELLS:

You

to do

CHAIRWOMAN MOORE:

got

say "object

to

Do

of anyone

?

MS . WELLS :

"on warn
one

II

cases now

We

cases.

We

ssal case

We do, I

1

sa

CHAIRWOMAN MOORE:

So,

is not a
1

It i

to
We are

t

be

a

e
customers

were not
s.

read
customers

I

assumed

are
just

to

13

jec

s.

CHAIRWOMAN
into a

as

se 1

pos

can

MS.

true.

AS

is real

end

up making
communicate
~1S.

that I was re

are

made off of
are

address to you
only going to

them

and
just
it.

have a
me start

I want

MS.

of

MS. WELLS:
qualifications for

"Okay.

1, there are

feline service.

of our di

Let me

s are
CHAIRtvOMAN MOORE:

all

and

we

I don 1 t want to

11 see

that

I want

Lifeline service.
MS. WELLS:

Well, you are still going to

MS. WELLS:

You see,

script.

•

reps have

to

control contacts.
CHAIRWOMAN MOORE:

Oh, well, control me.

"I want

Lifeline."
MS. WELLS:

"Although we have a Lifeline service

available to qualified households, let me start by explaining the
packages

are popular.

you, then

If not, we will talk about ••• "
CHAIRWOMAN MOORE:

you guys.

If one of these packages appeals to

"I just ·want

I just want

MS. WELLS:
"The

se

package,

t is a

s

is $22.50 a

package, which is $18.40 a month.
ludes standard Touch tone 1

can plug in either pushbuttom or
s

fel

And then we start reading the rest of

next is the

means

I heard about

You just want to sell me anything and everything, and

I don't want

of

feline.

are not

s, so

15

phones.
a 1

They are

another
call

or
and even to

, a

20

Fridays,

2

day
normal

scounts
two

the
the
with a $3 al

do

you think

CHAI
MS

Our
a

about all
everything
except not
know
are actual

1

CHAIRWOMAN MOORE:

I

cal

anyone
MS

?

are

WELLS

are

On

to here on
and a
their

to

side

, I see on

f

of our custom-call

you don't
the keyword is at
offer it to them.

moment.
One

records here

s frequently.

Then, you

being done both on the

th

is offering the customer a

custom-call

1

One of

four
objection is to

about

s," or whatever

It

residential and
four-

't

usually call in to ta

ine.

lls.

customers

all

can

so

ways to overcome

"well, why don't you try it for 30

to

?"
I call

CHAIRWOMAN
my

I'm

on

1

11?
MS. WELLS

I

I

1,

MS. WELLS:
sell

CHAIRWOMAN
can

package,

cus

a

11

Even if
me some of

s

17

credit is
?

t

0

the

,

r.1s. WELLS
went to

1

1

when we
I bel

0

they want.

I

ASSEMBLYWOMAN
throats,

a

repre
call-wai
that sounds 1
whether

s is

not

who answers

an

s,

I'd like to
being charged

I

am

a

the way you

MS. WELLS:

are

s

to call

customers.

of my

stopped
make sure
phone is

to

MS.
told to

ASSEMBLYWOMAN
member of
, on

certi

MS. WELLS

•

Do

?

You are

CHAIRWOMAN
to

i

I

a

stion

Bel

MS. WELLS
our

don

s

1

we

a moment ago

we

11

it,

us

f-1S. WOOD

it

happened to

to do.

I was saying
us a

and

just the installation

11

we

i

of $12.00 is not

$

we

customer

11

30

t

call if don't 1
charges.

it,

1

just the

1

to

What
rate

f

off.
more

, you won't get

30

0

tomers

on
s are they

lls

Or,
rep
The customer

you

,

11

I

can

't

ca

9

that

s.

These

1

I

s

for our consumers

on

service

s

could provide

customers

them

want,

the customers
The
I

way we are se

a

later when

realizes

have

just
CHAIRWOMAN

in the next

t.

someone comes
s?"

to
not

rumors
amount of

account

t

maintain
all

se
0

this
MS

comments?
MR

as a

s

s

f

s

0

business

st, on a

secure

j

We

a new contract
of

sues
j

6i

I

was
sts.

most

to

,

We are

a
s year,

am

off.

The

is
us.
really
atti

over
is, "We need

?"
se

IS

now

We,

s.

as of last

so
re

we

So,

out and

, are

to

s

wasn't

s to

bad

revenue,
to do

•

ll to
, as

a

go out
?

How

s
for you

1

because you were
MR

a

couple of
doing
sell you
you don't
think

would

cons

ever
sell

of equipment or
of time,

some

terms of

length

cal

II

figures were
pieces of

11

our actua

In
amount

f

s

out

my

Once

there is a

on the

s

as a

?

an

I don't

from, but
aren'

s

rea

a

s
ss and

in

s
to sell a cus
MR

?

t

sa

s
goes
We sell

someone
revenue

lars

You can
maybe one

c

s

to

Christmas, and
then

se

are

award
MR
ASSEMBL Yl'lOMAN

see some

and some
MR

with, my

If the

make a sa

then we

1.

ts at

or a referral,
to us are no

11

incentive at
me,

AS

you

some extra or

come out to

11

of

ex a
to
cou

f

1

1

of

40

want
i

sa

fa

s

a

s or

me is if it is

you go

to
is

over and

It is just

MR.

actual

s

1

sa

va
s

smal

a

up

revenue

are

It

as

1

you are

s

a

?

1

terms of

in Gwen Moore
MR. HOWARD
but at

all of

s,
a

st

greater

I

used to
opportuni

on

into a
example, is
business area

of

,

town.
of
bosses me

consumers
Just
s not

cons

says
more

state,

are to
done

on
is

ffs

neces

?

re

our new
that sa

s

contracts
, is

year.
always
where
which is

we

garage

a

lose those peop
professional
CHAIRWOMAN
AT&T

?
MR.

CHAI

not

s
step.

It

job and an

determined?

•

would
notified
CHAI Rt\TOIJ!AN

0

MR
I am one, were
se, but if
and

wants
my

I

j

Does
an

of

off

j

area

mean

come

MR

i

MR

nO\v

have a
re

of
comments

you wou
our
problems are

, but

because of
confusion
throw on
incredibly
if
was
doe
s

cons
We

MS.

can't

more

For

City it is cons
else
service in
has most res
which isn't
CHAIRWOMAN

network
the person.

But

a lot of

MS.
wants
do something e se

But, if you

we are off
think
bene

us.
I

some of
You are

and I am not

s
are

and

us

retra

to
f·1S

WOOD:

l

from
of
come

s, no.

MS.

stance,

the

equipment
work
the new

old
s

replaced.
new

off and

new people

s

were

to keep

the old

They
cou

just

,
says
to use

11

than us,

For

stance
from Western

come
Western

,

us to
cheaper

at Pac
see

MS. WOOD

new

AT&T.
would
AT&T.

s

CHAIRWOMAN

more e

MS.
think it is more
workforce

you

move

ace to
else?

one speci
control,
's

s

are a

?
cons

t

t

is more e

s

because we don
understand

di

•

We
the

s
career and

s

MR
to

personal we

You
MR
c

po

1

cy

de
commiss

has

terms of reso
over

past.

s

sen
t

of

s
consumers, are
Denise hand

to

t
s

rate .

The

the
state

ss

MS. MANN

s

customers

are

MS

mos

s
CHlH

commissi
re
of
customers felt

had not

There was no
with

te

had any deal
try.

hadn't

f

is unt

I

ly

to actual
or

some dealings;

had

r

sense
dives

a

ture.

of

felt

s

we also found
res

ce.

, we

a s

0

e

We
also
~ve

s

They go
response

s

not has
the rate case
quality of
to give you

of

person's
I
to

to comply,
do that.

Ina

concerned
CHAIRWO!I-1AN

PUC

?

MS. !v1ANN:

CHAIRWOMAN

t

impact of
!tiS.

CHAI

of

1

ra
rate

NS.
case

11

CHAI

MS.
through the
next

1

se
two is

one
of

at are
concerned
a

people on staff
rate des
rate.

I

s of

t

MS. MANN

decision, as

as

to

look at
pay for the

i

cost more,

to

se

fall below.
CHAIRWONAN

•

lifeline

scuss

PacBe

is

s I'm

what we
PUC would

•

consumer

regarding
at how someone

MS. MANN:

calling in
commiss

1i

I

are
11

1

lifeline

to

because

are

they wanted
because
who
was to
CHAI RWO!IR.AN

against lifel
attempted

tax rate,

of

s

an

I

WOU

serves

MS
of

rol

se Two

PacBel
?

revenue

was
happening
shou

You

could

least
at

least

I

't

I

s

t

start

our

MS
issues
dec
to
other issues,

not just 1

•

PacBell rate

appropriate
over

PUC

completing
MS

•
s

I

is

I •

a

,

0

can t
of

for 60 days and
It seems

II

someone

selling

are

s

to

you

have the right to
cons
that I

customer

,

or some
sounds

nGee

of my cons

tuents

don't

it

is a hass

to

are

working,

t

can't get

s

hope that

s, you
over
at

I

\AlOUld
is

I

to the

provided
?

, on
is

?

MS.

s?
are

1

good job.

Pete, welcome.

Next

Jensik, Robin Quiroz,

A.

is AT&T.
I thought I

start

sues

Why don't we start with the two

s

the long distance companies.
are just going to talk

, we

11 go

issues.

t

go to
We

First?
MR. GEORGE SCHMITT:

Good

s

m

I

I am executive director of planning for Paci

c Be 1.

inviting us here this morning.
Let me start by

over

840

past few years since dive

f

people laid off out of the

we started

with in 1/1/84.

Of

CHAIRWOMAN MOORE:

Let s

You

were at 96,000 to 98,000.
MR. SCHMITT:

Around 100,000.

that number and the

•

we

represents those trans

ture

at
to AT&T .

CHAIRWOMAN MOORE:
MR. SCHMITT:

di

Are

at AT&T?

Yes.

were not

they may be laid off now, based on
what I read in the paper.

43

I

0

s

and

We have fewer than 600 of our

still

is wel

on lay-off in our business,
our current employment.

vast

0

of

of

one

of

them were given the opportunity to ei

j

at

lower pay in their horne communities, or to move to
communities in the state for the same

of

're

imarily in the rural areas
CHAIRWO~~N

MOORE:

What

Are

gone

forever?
HR. SCHMITT:

No, they are not.

rights, if jobs become availab

They have recall
are,

some of the

smaller communities where we have
be jobs.

11 not

re

The movement of the

communities, in Northern California
very dramatically over the

down

s

st

cut

s

back on our need to provide new

customers

there, because there are no new ones.
CHAIRWOMAN MOORE:
bringing in new people.

me

is
less

Are

se

costly than old employees who rna
new people on the new systems?
MR. SCH.r.HTT:

I

heard

1

a

not

earlier this morning, Assemblywoman Moore
true.

We do not bring

Pacific Bell.

off

street to

j

in
to use

We have a

44

our own people.
assignment.

I was a division switching manager in a prior

e went through substantial cut-overs

electro-mechanical and step-by-step
equipment in San Francisco.

to e

The

entire

transition was to move people progressively to

jobs,

and to upgrade those who were capable and wanted to be trained on
the new technology.

•

That rema

CHAIRWOiv!AN MOORE:

s our

ss pol

I wouldn 't take 1

in and making those kinds of accusations.

people coming

We have listings.

can tell you some places where this has occurred.

We

Somebody can

take a look at it and get back to me your reaction on it.
MR. SCHMITT:

That would be helpful,

we have done

that.
CHAIRWOMAN MOORE:
MR. SCHMITT:

All right.

Go ahead.

As far as job security, in general, there

is concern is our company.

We, with

a security agreement this past summer that I think is landmark in
our industry.

We have not guaranteed the people li

employment, but we have guaranteed that, as we are moving through

•

our business, when our business is bigger or smaller, that we
will take every step to avoid layoffs.

That includes removing

contractors who do work from us, and allowing people to take
those jobs, reducing overtime, and allowing job sharing to occur
between our employees.

We set up w•hat are know as "common

interest forums" in different parts of the state,

the local

45

I

I

union officials and the

1

of

deal

together on how to avoid those issues.

some of

the other businesses in our

could

are

be mitigated if they took a
one that we have at Paci

, s

to the

Bell.

CHAIRWOMAN MOORE:

I have

s

some

what

General is doing.
MR. JOHN JENSIK:

Good

, my name is

I am the revenue director with General

Jensik.

of California.

I can cover the labor issue with

to General at a "glossy"

level, and if there are specific ques

, I have

with

me who can help out.
In general, deregu

, and

technological progress has caused us, as

So far, we have

and through retraining.
that idea.

many other

s, to

telecommunications indus
workforces.

cau

layoffs

General Te

is

to

At present, we see no need

through the end of 1986.

We

GT
idea

to

\ve have.

that through attrition we can
CHAIRWOMAN MOORE:

Let me

to PacBell.

Are you

doing any retraining?
MR. SCHMITT:

Yes, we are.

, to

networks, we are retraining our
need them, to be able to

As we cut

on

switching and also in the
46

s
extent that we

ta

CHAIRWOMAN MOORE:
concerned, PacBell has

For

as

most

as you are
to

it

retrain, rather than h
MR. SCHMITT:

we

In

2 0

state.

this year for any job,

time,

our total force has gone down about 3,500 to 4,000
without layoffs.

•

ASSEMBLYWOMAN HUGHES:

is

s

whether

it is PacBell or General Telephone, as to
chosen for retraining?
MR.

SCH~1ITT:

are

Could you answer that for me?
Yes.

General

s

new technology, we test people
someone electro-mechanical

1

is a brand

if
For

j

tching today wou

to see

if he could qualify for a job in new e

It

goes by seniority from
ASSEMBLYWO~ffiN

HUGHES:

Is

same

true

Telephone?
MR. JENSIK:

I do know that as jobs become avai

•

lly.

I really can't answer

new areas, employees

are made aware of those jobs -- where they are avail
technology is involved. They can

and what
are

ss

interested or not.
to PacBell.

ASSEMBLYWOMAN HUGHES:

I

s

too long ago, a switching station in San Francisco,

spoke to
He

one of your supervisors at
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, not

that it was up to him to select

are

retraining, for upward mobil

Is

the way

your phone company operates

fair-haired

f

boys and fair-haired girls, who are the

f

their immediate supervisors?

s come along,

they are the ones chosen to

Is

of

not true?

Is

it not subjective?
MR. SCHMITT:

I don't

so.

who

us, Assemblywoman Hughes, can

j

ASSEMBLYWOH.AN HUGHES:
a transfer.

You are ta

A lot of times,

putting in

't

opportunities are available until

training

are to

immediate division chief or
new equipment.
companies:

you are putting in

no way in the wor

1 are huge

can one

But, some

s

supervisory staff are told that some
new equipment, and/or asked to
training in that area.

you're
a

s

My ques

some

son or

to a person

a supervisory
who are

That power may not

necessarily the most quali

MR. SCHMITT:

for

is, is it not a

subjective thing when power is
position?

, by

General Telephone

another division is do

for

most

or

I imagine

would have to be a very,

se

many people with that

I

can

but it
aren't very

j

1
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at

an

of where

it might happen.

In a divis

a

0

there may be four or five

It

may be that there is an

has a

transfer on file for and
a job there.
could happen.

is

"Put the trans

and

That

it.

But, I don't

is a

J

large general population, that

occur,

of our

union contracts and our upgrade transfer

s k

could say, "I want to take

of

job."
ASSEMBLYWOMAN HUGHES:
take you three people to

not
s new

for

li

you have demonstrated some
seems like good sense.
around a contract."

, "I want to
j

?"

, because

To me,

only

And, you are ta
a contract at

I'm not

1.

I

am talking about opportunit

MR. SCHMITT:

I

to go to

supervisors do determine who is
courses.
I

The

I unders

next job,

1

Not training courses

but that 'tvill improve their skills on
ASSEHBLYWOMAN HUGHES:
process, my question is, wou

e

se

You are saying

Genera
amount of

that you are doing a
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have

want to reward

otherwise been laid off, or just the
for good service?

wou

Te

said,
of your

employees.

My question to

is

take that type of thing
contract?

, do you

cons

ss of

Contract does not enter
MR. SCHMITT:

s

I was re

to

wanted to

move and be upgraded in
within job titles.

way that works,

There are

courses that

people are sent to, to

more te

generally have a training

set

areas.

We

any

technical jobs that are

Over a

months to two years, you should

of 18

se courses.

supervisor determines when you

ones.

Over a period of

a couple of years, everybody

11 get that

training, unless they don't

is some

supervisor to have influence on who

ts tra

lity for a

and when.

overall, they can't stop somebody

the

technology we are curren

on.

to stop it, but the union, as wel
heard about that kind of

But

try

as

if they

, wou

to see that it

would not happen.
CHAIRWOMAN MOORE:

Let's

to

set procedure by who gets se

terms

is no
f

?

It is

generally up to the supervisor?

MR. SCHMITT:
the same thing,

I

have, over a

trained in, say, six

all do

a crew

If I

ar

tal classe •

50

them
cou

who would go

first.

But, I couldn't say

none of

training.
CHAIRWOMAN MOORE:

In

laying off that it wou

manner

are

a

you

got to me, I could be laid o

I

't

training.
MR. SCH1v1ITT:

I

That wou

true if we were

off,

but at Pacific Bell, we aren't.
CHAIRWOMAN MOORE:

That is

is

to tell

us?
MR. SCHMITT:

Ms. Cook ta

I

a 1

about

that security agreement in her
morning.

is
to see

What she said is true, we have

that we don't have that problem.

, as I

From a
next

look at the technologies coming on
whatever force losses we

wil

in our

more

than covered by attritions.
CHAIRtvOM..AN MOORE:

Okay.

't we

Ringman

and the other local independents?
HR. ROBERT RINGMAN:

I'm

Ringman with

the California Telephone Association.

assoc

association of 22 exchange telephone

s.

200 associate members are in
our industry.

ly
iness to

Of the 22 exchange telephone

extremely large, Paci

is an

and

Four are

The remainder are very, very small rural te
51

s, t\vo are
si
companies.

Two of the

ized

contracts with

s

labor unions,

and

small companies,
In fact, in some areas,

comment

s

because of the last ques

a

of the two medium-sized

contract that

requires it to post j

s?

CHAIRWOMAN MOORE:
MR. RINGMAN:
of California.

s

1 Telephone

to

It allows the

a chance and

to cons

it has worked out well for
CHAIRWOMAN 1-lOORE
company.

1

Mr. Porter,

stance
comment ,

you

address what the

s

to AT&T

terms

of its labor force, and

r your

are doing.
MR. TIM PORTER

I

'rn

of

governmental relations

AT&T

for the opportunity to

AT

on some of

issues

in our changing te
Specifical

,

going to direct my comments to
First, some

am
I'm

going to direct my comments to

first panel.

I

ral

5

i

AT&T has about 25,000
approximately 74 work locations.

today, at

s of

It

importance

to AT&T that its employees be
Their jobs be insulated,

s.

as

s of

s

as

today's garbled telecommunications

In my
terms of j

the best way for that to happen,
and in terms of providing good customer

•

security

is

become a profitable company in the State of

i

the removal of unequal regulatory treatment.

For

AT&T to
, and by
, since

commencing operations as virtually a new company,

January

1984, AT&T Communications of Cali

a

a wholely

inadequate earnings level on its

state

s.

CHAIRWOMAN MOORE:
California.

Hr. Porter,

izing

Is California the only state

is is

occurring?
MR. PORTER:

some

This is

states

around the country, as well.
CHAIRWOMAN MOORE:

But not to

extent

does in

California?
NR. PORTER:

Not quite to

We have a very bad earning situation
a matter of fact, we showed a net
In the first six months of 1985, we
loss •..
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extent as

California.
In 1984, as

i

s of $11
a net

lion.

CHAIRWOMAN MOORE:
hand.

I

his

He wants to
MR.

One

MR. PORTER:

For

shown a net operating

&T has

ss I

$

I

those figures are on
Con~ission.

and

1

Ca

AT&T

s

to

s

se money

for the remainder of 19 5
s and

inadequate earnings are a re
billing charges impo

1

s, and the

fact that the Cali

s not

recognized our true cost of

state

f

California.
The long term

i

f

s

on commission
te

ied

communi

to AT&T Communicat

is

ultimately, not

consumers.

st

Let me turn to some
in

with labor matters.
on

AT&T Information

t

service to customers

not

to effect, for

ing
sign

most

Despite

and development,
the expectation of some

5

positions, the cutbacks are not

to

company's

sales or service capabil
CHAIRWOMAN MOORE:

we are go

1

I

take the largest loss, in terms of

to

i

As

in the car industry, where executives

all

that other stuff, it looks like a
AT&T, and they are getting

•

of the Terry Howards's.

cats are
se

1

11 in

at

They are still

HOvl

getting some of those fat cats?
MR. PORTER:

Well, I certa

ly can't draw an analogy

between the automobile industry and AT&T
CHAIRWOMAN HOORE:

You

1

decisions to go off into computers
which may or may not pan out.
MR. PORTER:
people.

ventures things

Why

out on

I don't

out on the

Let me go back to your

AT&T at

,

executive and high-managerial levels is
automobile industry.

people?

We froze our

There are

no large bonuses for our senior executives and
there are in the automobile indus

say, the

We

't

managers as
that kind of

situation right now.
CHAIRWO~illN

MR. PORTER:
bonuses.

MOORE:

No bonuses?

We have an

There is no analogy whatsoever.

comparison between what

s on

awards some
is no
stry and
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II

what's going on at AT&T.

We

real

recognition and awareness
which we function,

in
resources

f

we

have.
CHAIRWOMAN MOORE:
the place.

all over

You

You have

how we are beating

le
on

MR. PORTER:
money last year.

, and

It is

a

We

We are

We

$19 million in California in our f
We are going to

profits when you talk

s year.

We want

more

CHAIRt'?OMAN MOORE:

lost

s of

s

st

Tel
los

$

i

11

What was the overall?
MR. PORTER:
CHAIRWOMAN MOORE
M.R. PORTER:

The overall

&T

third

quarter .•.
CHAIR"t-JOMAN MOORE:
MR. PORTER:
profit overall.

situation,

AT&T is making a

No one is

is

It is

going to attract
have right now.

Pro

v1e

stors to us
If

ses in

re
see

this industry or

5

order

for AT&T to remain a viable business for the future, we will have
to increase our earnings picture subs
profits, we see those pro

le there are

1

as not

to ensure the

continued success we want.
CHAIRWO~~N

MOORE:

Which takes us

that I asked you initially:

is

to the question

impact of

long distance marketplace what's

•

tion in the

you to become more

profit-oriented?
MR. PORTER:

I don't know.

CHAIRWOMAN MOORE:

The MCI's

other

trying to

be more competitive in California not

at.

to me that what is happening to AT&T is
ar~a

s

i.ng at each

in terms of reduction, and not looking at the overall

company.

Therefore, California would

lucrative marketplace.

From

s

California.

out as a
and all the

I

tears that have been shed, you never

•

It seems

ld

That's still true?

MR. PORTER:

Well, in Cali

a, we are not talking

about making inadequate or low rate of return.
about a negative figure.

We are talking

We are talking
making no profit

whatsoever in the state of California, in terms of what we are
allowed to make.
CHAIRWOMAN NOORE:
MR. PORTER:

Why did the PUC

That's a good

PUC.
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s

that to you?
You could ask the

CHAIRWOMAN
Why

se, Peter?
?

MR.

far as

is conce
which enhance AT&T's
that the
tota

1 of

some
ra 1

s

We are hopeful
1

81 percent

, which

We are

some

1

Cormni s s ion

far

and

development,
s

like
ses.

11

CHAI
that

concerns is
AT&T'S

res

MR.
sed

are,
go
One

of

discuss

announced

layoffs.

Second,

are in

Cali

a

already,

siana,

plant; and
11

l~ttle

ca

sel

movement of some
s

are

to the

local exchange companies.

Andthe impact of CI2 -Computer Inquiry

II- on employment and morale, a question that was raised by one
of the individuals on the panel this morning.
First, with regard to discussions with the union.

There

have been ongoing discussions at the national level, betv1een
AT&T-IS, AT&TIS specifically, and the CHA, in connection with
impending layoffs and reductiond in force.

•

Those discussions, of

course, are held at the national level, as AT&T is a "national
company.
CHAIRWOMAN MOORE:

Except when it comes to talking about

your losses in California.
NR. PORTER:

I don't know if I understand what you're

saying.
CHAIRWOMAN

~IOORE:

You said you are a "national

company," until you start talking about your losses in
California.
MR. PORTER:

We are talking about the labor issue, right

now.
CHAIRWOMAN MOORE:
MR. PORTER:

Okay.

All right.

As far as the number of jobs in California

that are impacted, let me distinguish between two things.

One is

the number of people who may very well wind up leaving the
company, and the number of positions that are affected.

We

believe there are some 1300 positions that are affected in
California.

That doesn't mean that 1300 people are going to lose
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their jobs.

As a matter

,

f

we are

of things

a

to ensure

be losing

their j

We are

other

segments of our

AT&T

CommunicatJ.ons, or any

our

there is an
plans,

ss, where

match.
sort of

We

an

some

CHAIRV.!Ol•1AN

13

j

are

s

sed to be

elimir.a t.ed?
MR. PORTER:

That's r

CHAIRWmlfAN MOORE:
actually

g to

But

el

L"'lR • PORTER:

sn'

say

bodies are

?
IS

is a poss

CHAIHVJO.MAN rJIOORE

of something

else?
MR.
CHAIRWOMAN MOORE:

r·,m. PORTER:
that some of

se

of our bus

s

Not 1
i

It is very likely

are go

j

to

, some of the

le may voluntarily

decide to ret.
are of

other parts

that regard,

to some of

f

recent ads

some of our
that v1e are

vli th
, alerting

6

fact that we have a large

the business community generally of

employees that would

number of highly skilled, very qualif

make excellent employees for their businesses, if they have
positions available.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN HUGHES:

What kind of early retirement

proposals are you offering to your employees?
MR. PORTER:

•

These proposals, generally-- I'm not all

that familiar \vi th specifics of the proposals -- but they
involve, I believe, lump-sum payments to employees related to the
amount of annual earnings they have received.
exactly whether it is a year or two years.
incentive plan for employees who wish to

I'm not sure

It is an attractive
under those

circumstances.
CHAIRWOIV'lAN MOORE:
MR. PORTER:

Hovl many have

I don't know

you up?
Not one of those 1300

employees have left our employ, thus far.
ASSEMBLYWOI1AN HUGHES:

V'Jhat is the maximum number of

years an employee would have to be employed by your company to
take advantage of early retirement?
think that is significant.

Do you have any idea?

I

What I'm talking about is a range of

earlier than usual retirement.

For instance, in the state of

California, we have something called the "Golden Handshake,"
where we gave incentives for people to retire at an earlier age
than they would have normally selected, including two years of
retirement credit.

Do you do anyth

like that?
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l

MR. PORTER

We do.

I

some specifics of

wou

our of
population

ASSEr-iBLYWOMAN

are

that

that?

am sure that

I

ze that of

I

the 1300 j

about maybe

900, as

Do

you under

of

HR. PORTER
na tionvlide

nee

sis

percentage of,

?

is rather

what

f

t'

ifornia would

0

ASSEMBLYWmll.AN HUGHES

layoffs are

on a

ffer is

1

Even though your
1300 job

to

s

from 13

j

in a

are so large.
or three

Do you
of

smaller Eastern

as

s

1300

HR. PORTER
The 1300

same category

f

positions, the

1300

s

i

30
are not

1

AS SEr.tBLY\IIIOMAN

So

of the 1300 wou
the

2

the composite

MR. PORTER:
little bit.
in one state

That would

1 for me to speculate a
if you had 130 employees

It might very well
and, I'm just pull

out of the air

f

right now -- that the ratio of classifications or job titles or
whatever fitted into those positions might
It might be 20 percent of the 130 of
percent of another.

•

I'm not sure.

CHAIRWOMAN MOORE:

well be the same.

s category, and 10
It could

T

at some of the

o.ccounts of \vhat is happening with AT&T in your layoffs, and from
hearing the speakers early this morning, it appears that a number
of the jobs that are being proposed to
maintenance and service activities
the concerns of this Committee.

la

off are in

, of course, is one of
appear to me, and I'm

It

a disporportionate number

looking at Communications Daily,

,

are to be laid off in instal
technical support.

Obviously,

impact on service.

Do you have any

and other

would seem to have some
of

that means?

Is

there any concern with that?
MR. PORTER:

'

What we have is

in some of those job categories

a surplus condition
some of those positions.

It results from several things, not

of v.rhich are the

implications of CI2, which required AT&T to establish a separate
subsidiary for the provision of customer premises equipment.

CI2

required AT&T to maintain separate organizations, separate from
AT&T Communications, separate from
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of our business.

In effect, we

a

some areas

actual

us

is point

number one.
CHAIRWOMAN MOORE
indication

Is that an

bel

ready for

?

you are getting

Is

MR. PORTER

No

Computer

to do

Inquiry III.
CHAIRWOMAN MOORE:

You sure?

Dumpty back

Because if

put Humpty

11

MR. PORTER:
governmental

We're just dea

at a

CHAIR'VJOJIJAN MOORE
they put

one thing -- one

back

of

So,
aga

s group if

of another vrhole

group.
MR. PORTER

That

nece

true.

CHAIRWDr1AN

to

really lean

and mean.
true.

MR. PORTER:
to be any leaner

we

to.

CHAIRHOMAN MOORE:
all comes

Al

ahead
is.

as we
NR. PORTER:

FCC act
insta

also,
or

We don't want

I mean, this

Go
was related to

to do
se

transfer

A'l'TIS of the
or

rejection by ATTIS of the employees
installed base of equipment.
leased base of equipment.

are associated with the

At

, it was

As we moved to

equipment, then some employees necess

sa

base of

to

base of equipment, were no longer neces

essentially a

the leased
for a support

function.
CHAIRWOMAN MOORE:

All

Last ques

honestly, Pacific Bell did not tell me to a
General, nor did any of the

s.

you this, nor did

As you bypass the local

network, you save on vlhat you are paying them.
to me it would make more work
going to increase the

MR. PORTER:

nurr~er

And,

It would appear

some of your
of

le.

Are you

?

Well, let me answer it this way, at least

initi&lly, until you direct me to answer

some other way:

the lawyers use to say, the

s me to speculate or

conjecture, because we have not
CHAIRWOMAN 1'100RE:

s

Okay.

as

?

NevJ

Oh, what do

you call that, circumvent.
MR. PORTER:

Nor is

CHAIRWOMAN MOORE:

a real c
That's

We have a problem with
Is that it in New

the definition of local tel
York?
MR. PORTER:

As you recall

telephone companies in New York.
CHAIRWO~~N

MOORE:

1 r
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are at least two local

MR. PORTER:

Let me move on to cover one or two other

vlas a re

points, if I
panel's pre

the first

to

resident

telephone manufacturing
that plant.

are 7,000 employees in
se 7,000 j

One thousand of

were terminated.

The reason

re

The company's

ly, was, we

to

the resident te

s

States, close
it.

down

not do

s

to

at all; or, we foreign source
facility, because we

is some concern about quality

s made outs

same spec's used to
this

the United

ss

CHAIRW01-1AN MOORE:
control having

get out of

ss

We developed an offshore manufac

v1anted to stay

competition.

s country.
other

them

Are the

s, as you used

?

HR. PORTER:
equlpment in Si

The

of that
done to the same exact standards

11

that ATf,T has a

1 consuming public

used,

has come to

from us, and we

ll

to service that

equipmen·t.
CHAim<VO.HAN HOORE:
phone that I wou
that old

one.

st

a

I

have a new

, as I could do with

never throw out

MR. PORTER:
be of the

Nov;r, wa

No, no,

not
l

our

I

a
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will continue to
the way,

since there has been an allegation

situation

is going to affect California,
that assertion.

is

Quite the

no proof of

, we have a manufacturing

plant here in California, for the

many years.

have a manufacturing facility in Santa Cruz, Cali

We

ia, which

will be manufacturing specialized microcompressors, and which
will employ somewhere around the nei
employees.

of 350 to 400

So, we now have a new manufacturing facility.

CHAIR'VlOMAN MOORE:

Are you going to be retraining all

those you are laying off to work for you
MR. PORTER:

Santa Cruz?

We are going to be training people from

Louisiana.
CHAIRvlO.MAN MOORE:
here in California.

No, no.

You've got 1300, although

to be laying off all of those,
HR.

PORTER~

I am talking about people

to

are not going

me.

If there are

appropriate matchs, and union contractual obligations are not
impeded or compromised in any fashion, we wou

consider that an

appropriate action.
CHAIRWOMAN MOORE:

I

I just wondered if that is part of

your overall plan, to look at the poss
plant.

(You are a good attorney.

You

i

of us
ly are.)

that
If you would

look at that as an overall layoff plan, it would appear to me to
make good sense.
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MR. PORTER:

We are extreme

about our

employees.
, s

CHAIRWOMAN BOORE:

number of

people you are laying off is
MR. PORTER:

1 area, anyway.

Anything in our power

situation for our employees will

t will ease the

looked at

given a lot of

consideration.
CHAIRWOMAN !vlOORE:

That

not much.

a

Okay,

let's go to MCI.
HR. LARRY KM1ER:

Good morning, Hadam Chair.

Kamer, manager of public policy
division.
point.

I

MCI

have just a couple

s

Basically, to put a couple of

Although MCI is the second largest

I

want to add at this
ings into

spective.

distance company in the
we serve 2.5
, we do so with

approximately 10,000 employees, and

than 1,000 in the state

of California, just to give you an

of

others who are represented here at

tab

I

am Larry

ions, Pacific

United States, we are a very new
million customers throughout

I

we stack up to the

have no formal presentation, but I certainly want to

make myself available for quest
CHAIRWOMAN MOORE:

Let me

of questions.

a

Given the fact that you are a new
lean and mean -- I guess the union
you are not a union company -- as a
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are already
mean to them, since
of

FCC's

decision to allocate the people who do not select a long distance
carrier, do you perceive that causing your company to grow?
MR. KAMER:

Almost by definition, yes.

decision was a good decision.
decision.

The allocation

We pushed very strongly for that

We believe that a system which coerces customers to

stay with the most expensive carrier and not give them a choice
is not in the best interest of competition and customer choice.
The real breakdown, if there is one in this whole

tern, has

been in the area of consumer education.

We think we do a good

job.

could do a better job,

I am sure there are areas where

'tile

but there has not been the k1nd of education that consumers need
to make a smart choice.

For example, if you are allocated to a

company, there is a perception, I believe, that you're stuck.
You are stuck with some fly-by-night carrier that you may never
heard of that you don't want.

It is not the

use. There is a fairly lengthy window

•

you have to

which you can make a

switch, and a period after that in which another switch can be
made, at any time, at a nominal charge.

Unfortunately, that kind

of information is not out there and hasn't been discussed.
Our market will grow as a result of allocation.

As I

said before, we applauded that decision.
CHAIRWOMAN MOORE:

Of course, I guess, according to Mr.

Porter, the person made a smart choice if they are still with
AT&T.
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MR. KA!1ER:

I think it is

"right" choice.

The smart

and the right.
CHAIRW0!-1AN NOORE:

A concern

rai

customers who don't make a choice are

ra

customers who
by AT&T.

need the extra services that are perceived to be
Those customers that are, to use

words, "s

a

cornpnay other than AT&T are deprived of
need.

might
I think

Now, people are not aware of the

some of the local companies are beginning to
regarding that.

out

Does that mean you are going to

harder to be able to accommodate

to work

?

planning

are ass

to you by

se peop

to do things to keep those customers

formation

the FCC?
MR. KA!4ER:
question.

of answers to that

There are a

l access

an

Any customer, at any

area or not, alvmys will be able to use AT&T.
lect

to be afraid of if they want to have an
AT&T s

reach Mexico, or some of the things

11

provides.
CHAIRHO.H.AN MOORE:

The problem is

who

se

is a very good

are going to be assigned to you, and I
point, are generally the people who don't

or are most
can use

confused, and the least likely to unders

The PUC

two or three long-distance carriers.
should be taking a look to see that
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se

stance

at least be able to provide some extra things for the people that
they are getting in that manner.
Back to you, Mr. Porter:
this happens, it is going to cause
business.

all along that if
to

a great deal of

As you begin to lay off more people, it looks MCI

cannot provide those extra services the customer needs.
continue to lay off?

•

Will you

Or, are you going to continue to provide

the same kind of services and extras that AT&T purports to
provide today?
MR. PORTER:

We intend to continue to provide the same

high quality service that we always provided, even with declining
market share.

We expect to do that, and I think it is possible

to do it.
CHAIRWOMAN MOORE:
MR. PORTER:

Quiroz.

No.
Let's

to GTE Sprint.

CHAIRWOMAN MOORE:

All right.

MS. ROBIN QUIROZ:

Good afternoon, my name is Robin

I'm the western regional manager for state legislative

o.ffairs for GTE Sprint.

I

All right, but with fewer employees?

'Nlis is a ne\'T role for me, to be on the

front of the firing line.
CHAIRWOMAN l-IOORE:
MS. QUIROZ:

I am pleased to be here today.
Thank you for coming.

On the issue of layoffs, as you know,

Sprint recently experienced a 10 percent lay off in its
workforce.

This translates to about 600 employees, half of which

are located in California.

As you know, the layoffs were a
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.}

.,

result of u severe downturn in the financial condition of the
company; you probably have read about that.

The layoff's do not

in any way affect customer service.

ffs do not come from

The

the customer service-division, whatsoever.

We do not intend to

have customer service, the quality of service, affected,
whatsoever.
CHAIRWONAN MOORE:
NS. QUIROZ:

Basically, where were

layoffs?

'l'hey were pretty much across the board,

with the exception of customer service.
Cf:h.IRWQIJ.iAN

r~OORE:

There was a management decision not

to impact 0n customer service?
MS. QUIROZ:

Yes, to my understanding.

I also want to

say that, in regard to the total Sprint employment, since GTE
purchased Sprint in 1983, the employee base has doubled.
pcint is, the net impact has heen a benefi
we had to l&y off GOO
be~eficial

ewployee~.

That

The

1 one, even though
has been

for labor.

CHAIRl·lm'i.r,]'J MOORE:
}iS. QUIROZ:

Hhy?

Because Sprint is a growing company.

don't expect more layoffs in the near future.

We

That's abcut it.

I am open to questions.
CHAIRWOMAN MOORE:

Do you have any idea what percentage

Sprint is going to end up with, and MCI, in California?

M.S. QUIROZ:

A percentage of what, customer base?

CHAIRWO!".P.N MOORE:

Yes.
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~S.

OUIROZ:

now.

We have
rate

to make any projections on our
HR. KAMER:

I'm not sure.

of our normal projections.

I'm not going

It is j

s

It

st over s

some

1 access areas.

the 20's.

On the high end some equal access areas are
low end, its below five or three.
goal, is to obtain between 10

percent

On the

Our national projection, our
15

of the total market

share for long distance.
HR. PORTER:

The

u.s.

Commerce Department's recent

figures show AT&T with a 63 percent share of the total market.
CHAIRWOMAN MOORE:
MR. PORTER:

Hhat study is this?

The Con·unerce Department.

CHAIRWOMAN MOORE:

Was that commissioned

AT&T?

Have

are now aggressively -- I saw a full page ad, yes
you

just s-carted or have you been do
£If
-E. DOUG KINDRICK:

MS. QUIROZ:

s a 1

There have

G~E

se areas.
to

on the equal access, to follow up on what
earlier.

?

ads

Madam Chair, I wou

You

a comment

Kamer -v;as saying

Sprint acknowledges and is very concerned about

acknowledges the strong degree of customer confus
access conversions and allocations.

about equal

done our part to

We

help eliminate scme of that confusion.

We have sponsored public

information forums across the state,

ch are designed to bring

in all the long distance carriers, PacBell,

General

Telephone, to explain to the customers

1 access is all
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about and what their choices are.

In

we

an 800

toll-free number for the press, to as
when they are writing artie

s

We are

s

our best with our marketing, to make sure our l

i

c

and concise.
CHAIRWOHAN MOORE:
MR. KAt1ER:

Who is Joan

?

Madam Chair, I wou

to comment on a

question you asked, that I did not

an

That concerns our efforts along the 1

s of

to answer.
l access.

announced yesterday the opening of a

llar facility

in Irvine, which represents 40 new j
facility in California.

t equal-acces

By "first," I mean

is

s,

facility in this state offered by any of
solely for the tracking and process

of

with an 800 number that any customer
toll-free.

We

1 access

state

call

We have direct inter

Pacific Bell and, I believe, General Te
customers, once those orders are

our
to

it themselves or whether allocated, can
We also set up a new 700 area code
so they can inquire about the status of
give them reputable answers.

It is a toll

can only access it if you are on a MCI
running out and calling it, you won't
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'l

It is an effort

We

we

believe it is a small

an

eas

customer

ensure

of those

1

orders in Cali
MR. PORTER:
sure that

•

custom~rs

make.

Our te

s

made.

Direct

1

AT&T

s also

are

its efforts, to make
s they have to

to

commerc

s are sent out.

the important of

, and

fai

We have

camp a

, where service

customers and

them to the

s

and the options they

changes in the telecommun
have.

We have bill

groups are

centers.

's.

equipped to hand
by multilingual and

'

California.
wh~re

customer

c

we try to educate our own

CHAIRiV'OFlAN MOORE:

MR. SCH.r.UTT:

for li

CHAIRWOMAN MOORE:

neighbors.

?

\·;rant me to re

Do

sure that they

an aggressive plan.

It sounds 1

Is that what PacBell is

ion programs,

area and what

on

assistance to

they can do to be of

ask you, to re

s to

is

They go

in

And, we also

are knowledgeable

•

stress

se

We have increased our

te~~ma.~

representatives enl

has to be

to return the item it

may result in an undesired ass
newspaper ads.

a

ls stre s

Yes, of course.

to that?
t of all, let me

concerns we heard from the

to some of

first panel.
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MR. SCHMITT:

Let me start

deal

One of the things we heard this

li

ine.

was

was not

s,

incented for service rep's

true.

We have found that many of our customers
the guidelines of the Universal Li

1

the

wrong economic choice if they took li

we

t want to

put our service representatives and sales
where they tell a customer to make that k
l'-.SSEMBLYI'I70l4AN HUGHES:
the wrong economic choice?

In

se

would

In the

of PacBell?

be
Or the

consumer's?
MR. SCHMITT:

Let me expla

ASSEMBLYWOMAN HUGHES:
MR. SCHMITT:

e

Lifeline in

30 local calls a month.
lifeline makes 106.

Okay,

1

area allovls

The average customer e

If you make 106

So, we

you more than if you are on measured

a

proposed to deal with the issue

costs

ls on 1

s for

s
se wou

lifeline customers in our current rnte case

of 30 ca

customers to have basic lifeline
a lifeline service of 130 a month at a

s a

rate case

Or, to buy flat rate

I believe that the Commiss
but I can't speak for them.

f

1
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Now,

on

will
We

, or
s more.

of

(I don't know what the exact numbers
is finished.)

low

1

custoMers should

get the same

of

as

today, and that is

we proposed

January or

our

s

tomers,
11 happen in

I

of next

CHAIRWOMAN MOORE:

D

ALJ recommend recommend 60

t

calls being offered, to

Let s

to

comment,

that the rep's are
has the copy of
this pitch

•

is

?

zero,

concern

is

be:. sed on the number of calls that a customer
your concern,

If that were

't

are only going to

s

30 calls.

You

more ca ls.

average customer makes 106, and
Instead of, "The f

t

one of

Touchtone line."

Our
se.

is

Both

11

is

$22.00 a month, and next is the economy
$18.40 a month.

, you

se

costs

s

It doesn't sound 1

them making a wrong decis

, as we

MR. SCHMITT

1

CHAIRWOMAN
NR. SCHMITT

I

don't
1

1 that was
this •..

0

s

ce and not
it is true

comes out of h
people to sell

i

s,

want our

I

s

came

I

can assure

Porter
Bell

meets
our

treated a

customer
wou

:r

it

"Y1e

we

s
i

.

as

s

are

1?

d not

cus
them,

1

us a

•5

1

I

am

of

rna

t

t

and

1s.

AB
1 on
and

t

we
l

1

a

rate

spre

are ta

ne.

I

t

d

I

is
se
other

As

Oak

to

ge

other

i
l

a

can

have

s

a

own
bel

our

1

situa

co

I

..
II

i

same

le

service

ts,

are

•
calls.
are

•

to

1

•

rt::al

te

•
•
a

it

t

is

we

s

f.

to

/.::..

not

we

•
diffe

t

from

t?

1 access

not

o7

do

I

se

se

and

is

s

re

moving

t

a

Porter.
I

•

of
te

MR.

s

We

really
not,

HR

ri

s

no\v
f

f

of

some

,

I

10'1

'

are

t

even

i

that

s

jl

c

s

d

ture
to

d

stitute

ss

equal to or h

sta 1

peop

and

call us.

Our

We do

r

of

on

a
s

customer
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PRODUCTS, PROCEDURES
SERVICES

&

CALLING CONVENIENCE SERVICES PACKAGE 1 General

MVR

Information

Standard Package includes:
•
•
•
•

•

T(Juc:htCJne
Call Hold
Call Forwarding
Conf er·enc i ng

Optional
•
•
{h' ::l. i

features include:

C:::~ll Waiting
Convenience Dialing

<Speed Call 6)

1 ab i l it y

•

All single line residence and business customers.

•

Served by a

1/lAESS central office

Not available with:
•
•
•
•
•
•
e
•

Custom Calling
Cui n Ser·vi c:es:-,
Temporary suspends
Tr1tf.~l'·cum

Business Answering lines
F:CF
I•JP1TS/HOO
Concessionable rates.

Hi l l. :i. r1 11
•

Minimum billing applies to Calling Convenience
Services Package 1.
•
Calling Convenience Services Package 1 is subject
to all applicable surcharges and taxes.
··-···-····-·--···-··--·---·------------·---------------------------
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PRODUCTS, PROCEDURES &
SEFN ICES

CALLING CONVENIENCE

~RVICES

PACKAGE 1

Standard Feature Package
•

·rouch Tot·,E::'

•

C.::.d.l

Hold

•

Call Hold allows an established incoming or
outgoing call to be placed on hold.

To put call on hold:
•
•
•

Depress switchhook
Listen for special dial tone
Dial ·~'7

To return to held call:
•
•
•

Replace receiver
Wait for ring back
Answer telephone with original caller
on line.

To go between held call and 2nd call:
•

Flash switchhook and dial

*9.

-- Li.rnit.ati.on
•

MVF~

·- 2

Call Hold feature cannot be used by the
initiator of a conference call.
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PRODUCTS, PROCEDURES &
SERVICES

CALLING CONVENIENCE SERVICES PACKAGE 1
Standard Feature Package - Continued
•

Call Forwarding

•

Call Forwarding enables the user to transfer
all incoming calls to another number .

•

Di a.l.

•
•

Listen for dial tone
Dial number of outside line

•

~·72

Deactivate feature
e
•

I

9-85

Di .:=.tl

·~7~::

Listen for confirmation tone.

•

Conferencing enables the user to create a
three-way conference.

•
•
•
•

Depress switchhook
Listen for special dial tone
Dial 3rd partv
Depress switchhook after 3rd party answers
to establish 3-way conversation.

MVR -

~

PRODUCTS. PROCEDURES &
3E:h:\l IC::EH

~3r:::r;.'\/

C ,::,! .t .. T.1Ci CCJ!\!'v'E:!···1 I FI\ICF

I C! . , F'(.'lCI .• ~iUE:.

1

Optional Features

•

r, ; :• •...1. ~:; E· ,.-· >:J li .,;:•. n
established call that another call is

C a.J. 1 l•J ::•. i. t. i. n q .:::<.1 e r.. t:. s; t
V·J ~:·:·'·

i t:. i

l ··:

(J

u

..... Up t'?l'- a. t: i. on

•

User hears special dial tone

•

fo answer the

call~

from original caller
OR
Dep ess switchhook
listen for special dial tone
Hanq

..... Di.

•

C.:i.l.

up

i<·C'i

Convenience Dialino

•

(Speed Call 6)

Convenience Dialing enable user to program
up to 6 frequently called numbers and reach
anv number on that list bv dialing a *
symbol and 1 digit.

Clp e-r.. at :i.

on

To establish list:
e
•
•
•

Di. <ill

To

u~=-~-.

•

Dial

ii:·7~5

listen for special dial tone
Dial any 1 digit code from 2 to 7
Dial telephone number to be associated with
that 1 diqit code.
1 i st.:

*

and the 1 digit code associated with

the nu.• nb~:.':!r ....

/J../11
9--85
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CALLING CONVENIENCE SERVICES PACKAGE 1

USOC's and Pates

usoc

FEATUF\:ES

MO.

SERVICE CHARGE

PATE

--·
MVR

St::~ndard

•

•

e C-::d. l

Ho ld

•
•

Fo ~·~·.Jar··di ng
1 nq
------··- r---·

Ca.ll

10.00

3. 5<)

5.00
5.00

Confe~-e r1c:

Upt i

•
•

8. '20

Touchto rlE!

on<.~l

ltJa 1l-1ng
Cc::.nveni er11::-e
DiEtl in q
·--------C:':~ll

•

lVRCW

1',./h'CD

5.00

Charge Application

A service charge applies to:
•
•

Add Calling Convenience Services Package 1
f E) at u.r·E'S
Miscellaneous changes <NWCPS>
-

Change Calling Convenience Services
Package 1 to single access line.

-No service charge applies to:
•

Number change to accommodate Calling
Convenience Services Package 1

I
····-·--
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GENERAL INFORMATION
•

T Ett" 1 f f

•

F:I]C C:i•.J i ,j •::=

_______ ______
,,

[ r·, l.r··_:Jd•.Jc t .L•.Jn

•

AS

,,,,..,,,,,.,

____,..

____________

,

______________

Th1s ROC Gu1de p~ov1des guidelines for handling
requests for Calling Convenience Services Package
L

------------..
Calling Convenience Services Package 1 is an
optional telephone service arrangement of ESS
central office features furnished to single
line residence and business customers.
Calling Convenience Services Package 1 features
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GENERAL INFORMATION - continued
Custome~s with the Calling Convenience Se~vices
Package 1 mav ogt have the following services:

•

Custom Calling Services

•

Temporary suspends

•

Inter--com

•

Business Answering Lines

•

Concessionable rates.
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Fe~ture
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C:•. 11

to be placed on hold .

•

•
c:i •:.:• p r· e ,,; : : . ,,,~ ·oo ~:. :,·.1 1 t.: c 1· . , ! " ;:::. u k .,::•. n d
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c '! '

orw0rdinq

.: . . ::~~. /. J

enabl~s

the user to tr

~nsfer
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When the party answers, depress the
switchhook to add first party for a
t. h r·- 1".·' F': -·-v..! d v c .,:•. l. l ..

•

. :i. 1n i t ..:::•. t:. :i

c:J r ,

Hold cannot be used by the
initiator of a conference call
d 1•. u··· :i. n c.: t:. hE:: 1: c1r·, +F:r· F.:-r·, c •::.•

C0ll

If the user depresses the switchhook
during the conference, the last party
added will be disconnected unless the
user has Cdll Waiting.
Then, the
switchhook can be depressed to answer
the incoming call.
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OPTIONAL FEATURES
Intr-oduc:ticm

This section explains the operation of Optional
F e,:;.tur-es.

C::.•.ll

Call Waiting alerts the user on an established
call that another call i~ waiting.

l•.l . ,,•:i. t i nq

•

Oper.::;..tion
User- hear-s a shor-t dial tone (only one
bur-st of the special dial tone)

•

- Calling par-ty hears r-egular- ringing
To answer- the call, the user may:
•

Hang up from or-iginal call and
the telephone will ring back
connecting the waiting call.

•

Depr-ess switchhook and listen
for- special dial tone

•

Dial *9 and the waiting call
will be connected.

Di.a.l:i.r-!!J (i.e., Sper:~d C<.<.llinq) F::nables
the user to progr-am up to 6 fr-equently called
numbers and reach any number on that list by
dialing a * symbol and 1 digit.
Cc,r·,v•''tlli.E~nc:t:.-=t

[; i c·l

I

J :i

["1

C/

•

Clp•.::::r-.;~t:i.on

To establish the 6 call
thl'? •..J.·;_c;e~r-

list,

cJial~s:

e *75 and listens for dial tone
•

Any 1 digit code from 2 to 7

•

The number that is to be
associated with the 1 digit code.

- To dial a number- on the Convenience
Dialing list, the user dials:

• *

and digit code assoc1ated with

nu.mbl':~r·.
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CHARGE APPLICATION
···········--·····-······-·····-····

J t: i r···Jdi...!.Ct ion

i i'

I

h: .:i.t 1

•i

cJ-I:::•r

1··1

C\

[_ F; "t '''

The following are the Calling Convenience Services

•

•

r •.111ft:·t .:•r:cl 11q

l..1p

e

1....!~3UC

MVR

TUI...I.C:.h T•.Jf'IE~
L · l J H•:. I rl
1_ ,:d 1
F cq· \•JC:;.t-·.IJ n 'i

•

1.

' <.s

r

1.... ·3. t t;~c:;:

.:~.n d

"'~---······ -~~:r:;C --- ~;:~.

~~tandar~

I •

---

fhis section provides Calling Convenience Services
Packaqe 1 USOC's and charge application procedures.
F' a.c: I: a ...:1 ,::_.

j·

·······---··········-········-··--------·····---···-···-·--···-··----·---·-··--------

t

8.:0

~:;~ S~~-~-c--e-··-C·,-~--~-~-~-~~--e-:-:

8.70

10.00

25.00

5.00
5.00

6.00
6.00

L 1 CH"I€:1]

I_

.;,i. ]

]

\1..1 :n I l I : q

Di ·:3.1 i.

f'iC:I

l"l'v'F\'Cl<J

I i"1Vf':CD

··--·-·-··-·--····--·--.1·-······--··--·--·-·-·-·-L.··-·-··

t'li n i.!HI.Jfii

Billinq

.3. 5()

5.00
---··---····--

Minimum billing applies to Calling Convenience
Services Package 1 features.
-·····-··-··--····----··-···-·---·--·--·--·--··-----··-·---·-·--·--··-·---··-·---··------------

The I action code with Calling Convenience
Services Package 1 USOC's generate the service
charges appropriate to the class of service.

c:: h i::i. n q E~
BPt~·-l•o?en
~-::; 'l :'3 t l.?.(fi ~:;

--·--·--··------·-·--Changes from Calling Convenience Services Package
1 to Premiere 6 or 20 or vice versa requires the
application of the full service connection charge
for all features, including those features
already in the Calling Convenience Services
Package 1.
The charges are applicable because the
features must be completely reprogrammed.
When changing to Calling Convenience Services
Package 1 all programmable features must be
reprogrammed by the customer.
This includes those
programmable features they had as CCS.
continued
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CHARGE APPLICATION t--~ e

t

'-'<~ cw

k

Ch-:0.nqf2
Che:tt-ClE'

A Network Change Charge <NWCPS) is applicable
when changing Calling Convenience Services Package
1 to single line residence or business.
The cost
of the NWCPS is $5.00 per line for both residence
E\fld bu.:::. in'''·<::;::;.

hi CITE::

•

tJl\!C: r:·::3 [h ,:•. t- •:: c~
!!CiT

If the line is being disconnected
completely, a NWCPS is NOT applicable

A Network Change Charqe

lS

not applicable to:

n J 1 c,::\t> 1 10':
•

•

continued

t C) ·="'. c: DflliTIC:•da. t ~··
Convenience Services Package 1

C! ,.;:,•n C_IE! t. t:-:-: 1 €'·P h c::.r-,,•,:-• '' i.Jml::i E'!r
C~llinq
(-::;!I ()~·J
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SERVICE REPGESENTATlVF RESPONSIBILI1Y

·r h i

;::; ·: ;:. f·::• c:: t:. 1 (] f"i 'i.. d t·:~ I '1 Y. i ·f i f·?.~ ~:. i::. h C·:·:· C! ,.... ct (·Y::• r·-- r·: 1::·.~ C1 (J "1::. :i. .:~'!. t:. C! t'"
(:) r 1 ~:::. i !:..' i. 1 :i. i::. ·..,.. ·:::'. ·:::: i. t:. r:) i::·:: r· '1::. ::·:·t i r. : ·: : . i · c·~ c:: :·:\ 1 l i ;.., (.J
c; (j n \/ !::·:·! r"i :i. (·::· r ~ c.~ C·? { :; (:::~ i' . \/ i c: :. ;, .•·:· F' .::·.~. c: k .;·~.:.. Cl t:. :~ 1. .·

r·

1··.: ,_, ., ·=;, r: . ur·,

·::;

t·:·:· ·:;:; IJ

,:;; :i. ...

h .i. J i I'/

•

Check APTOS proqr0m

~.

sub proqram 4 for

a.\'a.i J dbi.l. :i. t.v

• Review the requirements and limitations
•

Advise of OUT OF SERVICE intervals
Service Order Information section)

•

Call NAC (Number Assiqnment Center) on
orders to establish Callinq Convenience
Services Packaqe 1 and chanqe telephone

(see

I'"!Uinbl:''l'

•

Pruvide for NAC:
Telephone number
Clt"df:~l"·

•

1'1:::,_i.]

!"ii.J,nbf:.•r..

a.nd

ch.!.f:'~

cla.t·_,_.,:·:·

.1 .. 1. . ....

post-s3le packaqe .

!... 1 l t;:.1
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SERVICE ORDER INFORMATION
Ir,tr-u,juc:tion

This section provides the service order information
necessary for Calling Convenience Services Package
1 m···der·s.
Orders to establish Cal~ing Convenience Services
Package 1 may be N, T or C.
Orders to remove
Calling Convenience Services Package 1 may be C,
F~'

•

(;,:: t. :i un

Codf?

i.~h.:<.t"t.

D•

Ot"'

.

r·.~- :~-~~-~--------=-~-·-----r------:;:---·-------

r=~:~. .: . .~-~~-- c 0~~~-----+---- u _, _d-~ o _·_ _:____:_ _:________

·--~~~-~-- _ -------------i -~~n:: r<•mov•~ featur~:'_
I
I

~ _______

l

-

1
,

_________

-

L.1ne t:o C.alll nq
Convenience Services
F'a.ckaqe 1
Telephone Number

Correct/Update information
for record purposes only.

f:jO

L ........ - ... -....· - - - - - - - - · - - - - - - - --

~·::, !:.:...:· r

--../ :i. c:: (~:·

Int:.er. v;:;,J.

•

Customers subscribinq to Calling Convenience
Packaqt.-~ 1
11 t-,aVE'3 tht:~:l t- "t-equl ar" 1 i nes
redefined through ESS translations.
This translation takes about one hour, during which time the
customer's line will be OUT OF SERVICE <DOS>.
Due
to mechanical reasons, the only recording which
can be placed on the line is a disconnect
f"t::•c:ord i ng.

•·•i

EiE:t-·,/i ce,;

Customers may be offered DOS time between 8:00 AM
and 5:00 PM.
Specific time frames between these
huurs must be negotiated with RCMA.
Offers of DOS
before 8:00AM and after 5:00 PM may be offered
without RCMA negotiation.
A customer's line will
be out of service to:
•

Change to or from the Calling Convenience
Services Package 1.
NOTE:

Optiunal features are not
subject to OUT OF SERVICE
i nt.'.E't'"V:'\J..

See SRHB, Network Services for due date
i. n f ut- ill·:::>.t ion.

continued
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SERVICE ORDEF.: INFOF.:MATION - continued
Orders to remove Calling Convenience Services
Package 1 require an as of date and a due date.
The new USOC's for Calling Convenience Services
F' '"~· c: k '"'· q f:~ 1 ,::'1 r- t?. ~

••

•

t"l'v'H

!1'-JRCl.J

t'1l./RCD

The MVR USOC appears on orders for New Connects
and changes from Single Line Service to Calling
Convenience Services Package 1 and vice versa.

EXAMPLE:

FN

Cl
T1

1FR/TN 705-9000/PIC 10XXX
1FF.:/PIC 10XXX

11

MVR

The FN FID (feature number) is used on multi-line
accounts to reference the Calling Convenience
Services Package 1 to the associated line.
It
follows the M\/R USOC.

EXAMPLE:
I1

~·1',./F\/FN

XXXX

XXXX indicates the last 4 digits of the telephone
nu.mb;'2r.
Centrex Group
Number

Call the NAC to obtain the Centrex Group (CG>
number.
The CG is formatted behind the M\/R USOC:

EXAMPLE:
11

MVR/REF A CG

**

The 2 digit CG number that NAC provides is used
for ESS translations.
t1'-/RCI;J

The MVRCW USOC appears on orders when Call Waiting
has been requested as an optional feature.

EXAMPLE:
11

MVRCW
continued

9·-85

ROC GUIDE:
NETWOFi:r:: SF-J::;.:\) I CEE>

973.

5~"i

11

k125

SERVICE ORDER INFORMATION - continued
The MVRCD USOC appears on orders when Convenience
Dialing (6) has been requested as an optional

MVRCD

.f E?E<. t LW' e.

EXAMPLE:
MVRCD

I1

- - - - - - · ·-·----·-----·--·-·-"'"
The USOC NWCPS (Network Change Charge) is
formatted in the S&E section.

EXAMPLE:
NWCPS

11

The NWCPS is charged when changing from Calling
Convenience Services Package 1 to stngle line

NOTE:

h:e~if:C:l\1

i. nc:1

When completely disconnectinq the
service the NWCPS does not apply.

When removinq Optional Features it is necessary to
f..~C ::~.iJ

ThE! !]p t i. on

t ,., f':~ 1•1\IF: u::31]C-

Drltion~~.l.

r'

r:· t:.· .::.=t. t:. Ll r· t~ '.:::

shown with an 0 action code.

::~.1

F'r,?<:<. t

U.t"l'.·?

EXAMPLE:
MVR/REF A CG ##
MVRCD
MVRCW

Rl
CJl
C:il

I

The SPA FID (special attention)
typc.·cl

FID

•

SPA

Ft"1f::E).

It.

i·:::;

u.~:>f::!d

is a left
l.·..

ons <Out Of Service) time

EXAMPLE:
-·F

lrt

o

pl'·civ:i.d•::::!

USDC i

'3

I:;:I]C. !.31! !. OE

NETWORK SERVICES

B I L.L. I !\!i...~

r--i•.:1n t h 1 \/
F: .::\ t E:· ~;:,

....... .t.. .... _,.

r

-:::f.'.-'::::·:::'1

for Callinq Convenience Serv1ces

F' :;:.. c k .:::•. >:::! E1 1 ,::. r· f'! h :i. 1 1 E: r:l :i r·, t. h ;;.::1 ·::;, .:). rn t:~ in.:::.. r·, n E' t- .;::.. s iJ t 1···, i::~ r
n (·:.~ t.-. ,,.. .)~::1 ,... k f f:?.· .:·:·~ t. 1...1. v· ~.:-:~ ~:; ..
C:~ 1··~ -~.:.. r·- (_J r~::.· ·::; :i. n c 1 1...1. d f2 t h 1::-? c Cl -~-s i~. +n r·
Tc)u.c:l···, Tt:::•it•:::· ..
F'c;-r· ,:;,c::tu.;;:,J c::c:;s:;t~;; ~':-C:F:.' t.hf'::· r·-::~.qe >:Jn

Charqe Applications .
(1d jl_.t:;t.• nenl:.::; o•.Jlll bt-~ pr·oc:es<.:.,ed in
b -::?.. ·::; e i n t. h ~::-:~ ·:~; :·:t rn t:·:·:· rn .::f. r.., n E· r· .::t. s C) t h t~ r·
,:,·q u. i p •n·-::.~r-, t c 1·
·· Cj E~·:; ..

B0~3f3
~::; E· r-

Dn

\/ i c t:·:"!

thl'::: dat,!.
d

.:;~_ n

Callinq Convenience Services Packaqe 1 is subject
applicable surcharges and taxes.

tc:; all

For Non Recurring charges the OC&C will read:

oc~.~c

St

i:.<. t. i::"!CIIE~n

t.

Charge tc;- connect MMM DD, YYYY
Calling Convenience Services Package 1
Charqe to connect MMM DD, YYYY
Callinq Convenience Services Package 1
Cal 1 t'J a i t i r: Cl
i'l'v'PC:D

Charge to connect MMM DD, YYYY
Calling Convenience Services Package
;:)p E~fi:?d C.;:..J. 1 :i.
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q

Although we have a LIFELINE package available for qualified
low-income households and a PREMIUM package for most households with more than 3 people using the phone.
I would reccommend our NEW ECONOMY CONVENIECE PACKAGE for
$18.90.

•

It has our standard service for local and zone calls with a
$3.00 credit each month, a 20% discount on all PACIFIC BELL
SERVICE AREA calls(btw 12-2p, aft 9p and ALL DAY SATURDAY &
SUNDAY), touch tone service, the ability to answer a second
line, send your calls to a different telephone number;have
a 3-way conversation and our NEW CALL HOLD SYSTEM.
I can start that in 2 days for you.
P.S.

I

If you want to make calling your friends and emergency
numbers ONE-BUTTON-EASY also try CONVENIENCE SPEED
CALLING for only $5.00.

PACIFict:tBELL,.
A Pacific Telesis Company

HERE ARE YOUR LINES-BUT FEEL FREE TO AD-LIB!
You'll find that both Series I and Convenience Package 1will be an easy sell, and this is just one
way to approach aprospect:

"Based on the information you've given me, I'd like to recommend
an exciting new product we've just introduced- (Series I) (Convenience
Package 1).It's got all the flexibility and convenience you're asking for, and
it's very economical. The Call Hold feature allows you to put an incoming
call on hold and then dial an outgoing one.And, the entire package also
includes Call Forwarding, which will allow your calls to follow you anywhere
you go, Three-Way Calling, which will allow you to talk to two people at
once, plus the ease and speed of Touch-Tone service. All in all, I think it's
just what you need. You can have all these features for just (Series Ibusiness: $8.70) (Convenience Package 1-residential: $8.20) amonth.
I can order (Series I) (Convenience Package 1) for you today, and I'll send
you complete instructions on how to use it'

This Information was assembled from information provided by The Advert1smg ana Marketing Commumcat1ons Division: The Sales Operatmns Division: The Market
Planmng Division: and Central Office Services Product Management
Specific Questions can be addressed to your Area Vice President's Staff or the sub1ect matter experts. Use thiS document tor Internal pulf)oses only

PACIFIC

BE

A Pacific Telesis Company

THE HOTTEST TICKET IN TOWN!
Everyone looks forward to an opening night, and achance to be among the first to experience a
"main event" that's never been seen before.
That's how we think you're going to feel when you hear about our new Series I Communications
Management Services for business, and PACIFIC BELL Calling Convenience Package 1for residence. Series I
and Convenience Package 1are really the beginning of an entirely new era for all of us at Pacific Bell.
They represent the wave of the future in the way we approach one of our largest customer bases- the
single line category.

The Single Line Customer's Dilemma
Our story begins with the growing need in the single line category, especially with small businesses,
for acomplete package of services that fully answers the specific requirements of this customer. The
single line customer is looking for the same features and services as the multi-line customer, but to date there
have been few options.

Pacific Bell to the Rescue!

I

Finally, we can offer acommunications service that gives the single line customer all the flexibility
and convenience of amuch larger system, but without the expense of asecond line or costly terminal
equipment.
Here's what Series I Convenience Package 1will include:
• Call Hold. Our new feature which allows the customer to place outgoing calls while keeping
another call on hold.
• Three-way Calling. An on-hold call can be added on to asecond call, forming athree-way conferenceca!L
• Call Forwarding. Ali of acustomer's incoming calls can be forwarded to another line.
• Touch-Tone service. Faster and easier dialing, plus access to many other computerized services.
Optional features, available on an either or both basis, include:
• Call Waiting. Atone burst alerts acustomer on an existing call that another call is waiting.
• Speed Calling. Pre-programs up to 8 numbers for fast and easy dialing.
The Call Hold feature alone, which in effect gives the single line customer the advantage of two
lines, would be well worth the price. Add in the other services and it's clear that Series I and Convenience
Package 1are exactly what any single line customer needs.
Here's what it costs:
Monthly Rate:
Business- Series I
$8.70
Residence-Convenience
Package 1 $8.20
Package

$3.50
$3.50
Call
Waiting

Service Charges:
$5.00 Business- Series I
$25.00 $5.00
Residence- Convenience
Package 1 $10.00 $5.00
$5.00
Speed
Package
Call
Calling
Waiting

$6.00
$6.00
Speed
Calling

DIVISion: The Sales Support Division; The Market
Planning

Use tills document tor internal purposes only

A Pacific Telesis Company

YOU PLAY THE HERO!
You have the talent and ability to make the Series I and Convenience Package 1the smash hits we all
know they can be. As in any other selling situation, you should concentrate on the customer benefits.
And with Series I and Convenience Package 1,the benefits are many:
• Offers all the flexibility, reliability and sophisticated features asingle line customer needs, without
the big system price.
• Saves time, and increases productivity.
• Allows acustomer to tailor asystem according to need, and also lays the groundwork for future
growth.
• Improves status and image.
• Affords faster, better service to acustomer's customers.
• Provides for complete privacy.
• Gives the convenience of asecond line to asingle line custome[
It's important to remember that Pacific Bell is constantly adding new products and services.ln
tapping into the Pacific Bell network, the customer is protected from technological obsolescence.

Heros Deserve Rewards!
Here are the incented values for Series I and Convenience Package 1 and the optional features:
Business-Series I
Residence- Convenience Package 1
MVM
Options

11 pts

MVR
Options

$128.00

per each

3pts

per each

$27.00

Thrs informatron was assembled from rnforma!lon provrded by The Advertisrng and Marketing Communications Divisron; The Sales Support Division; The Market
Plannmg Divrsion and Central Office Servrces Product Management.
Specific questions can be addressed to your Area Vice Presidents Staff or the subject matter experts. Use thrs document tor mtemal pur(!Oses only

PACIFIC[tBElls"
A Pacific Telesis Company

WHO'S IN THE AUDIENCE

•

It's afull house! Virtually any single line customer you talk to will derive strong benefits from either
Series I or Convenience Package 1. Here are just afew examples of good prospects:
• Small sales offices or retail stores
• Service businesses
• Small professional offices- CPAs, attorneys, architects, etc.
• Home businesses
• Socially active single line residential customers
After you've had achance to interview the customer, you should recommend Series I or Convenience
Package 1to all those single line subscribers who:
• Want the flexibility and features the Package offers, and who• Indicate aneed for an additional line, but are looking to control costs .

•
I

This information was assembled from mformation provided by The Advertismg and Marketing Commumcations DiviSIOn; The Sales Operations DivisiOn; The Market
Planning Division; and Central Office Serv1ces Product Management
Specific questions can be addressed to your Area V1ce Presrdent's Staff or the subJeCt matter experts. Use thts document tor internal purposes only

PACIFICtlBELL,.
A Pacific Telesis Company

WIN TOP BILLING-AND AVIDEO CASSETTE RECORDER!
Here's the fun part! Just think of the most creative sales application for either Series I or Convenience
Package 1-use the product in an innovative manner to solve apotential customer problem and enter your
idea in our You're the Star Sweepstakes. You'll find an entry blank in the left side sleeve of this kit.
It's definitely worth your while to start thinking of ideas right now, because just take alook at this
great lineup of prizes to be given away:
• 10 RCA Video Cassette Recorders
• 1,000 tickets for two to amovie theatre in your area!
The contest begins October 7and ends November 4, 1985. Entries will be judged on their
creativity, feasibility and revenue potential. Multiple entries may be submitted. Be sure to include your name
and office phone number. Prizes will be awarded November 18, 1985. Drop the pre-addressed entry form in
company mail.

This information was assembled from information provided by The Advertising and Marketing Communications Division: The Sales Support DivisiOn: The Market
Planning Division: and Central Office Services Product Management
Specific questions can be addressed to your Area Vice President's Staff or the sub1ect matter experts. Use this document for internal purposes on/~

PACIFIC

BE

A Pacific Telesis

IT'S ABIG PRODUCTION!

•

We're going all-out to introduce Series I and Convenience Package 1and their many applications
and benefits to the general public. Included in the debut is an attention-getting radio and print advertising campaign, directed primarily at business prospects. Radio is slated to run in major metropolitan areas beginning
October 7and newspaper follows the week of October 14.1n addition, we'll be sending adirect mailer to both
residential and business customers starting October 28.
The idea is to build targeted, top-of-mind awareness about Series I and Convenience Package 1.
One medium works off the other, and the end result is that it all makes your job alot easier by supporting
your sales efforts.
In addition to advertising and promotion, the power of the press will back up your sales effort.
News releases will announce Series I and Convenience Package 1around the state. Package
features, applications, benefits, prices and availability are the focus of the story written editorial style. Watch
your local media for full details.
Throughout the week of October 14, Series I and Convenience Package 1will be headlined in issues
of Business Report, Update and in aSpecial Report due on your desktop. On Tuesday, October 15, call your local
Pacific Bell Newsline for the scoop on new introductions and make sure to view the October On Line Video
Report for afeature on Call Hold.
Customer brochures will available too. Sales Managers can order them the week of September
30. Use order form C02254 with the following brochure codes:
PRODUCT BROCHURES
Business
PB662
Residence PB643

INSTRUCTIONS
Business
PB6431
Residence PB6431

Learn all you can about Series I and Convenience Package 1, so that when customers call in for
more information (as we know they will!), you'll be able to convert prospects into solid sales!

PACIFict:tBELL,"
A Pacific Telesis Company

YOU REALLY ARE THE STAR OF THE SHOW!
All the excitement and glitter of opening night mean nothing without the presence of the star- and
that's you! We're counting on another award-winning performance from you to help make this one of our most
successful programs ever.
Together, Series I and Convenience Package 1are just the beginning of our Product Continuum. It
allows us to serve the needs of the single line customer, both now and in the future.
The Communications Management Service Series will expand in 1986 to provide our customers
with the ability to grow to larger line sizes and more sophisticated technology without cumbersome system
changes and fees.
The PACIFIC BELL Calling Convenience Packages will expand to provide our residence customers
with an array of technology and sophistication- packaged to make their shopping easy.
These are the first steps in our on-going efforts to position Pacific Bell as the foremost market
leader for the 1980's-and beyond.
The system's in place, the advertising and promotion are set and everything's ready and waitingfor you!

Th1s information was assembled from information provided llY The AdvertiSing and Marketing Communications Division: The Sales Support Division: The Market
Planmng Division: and Central Office Serv1ces Product Management
Spec1t1c quest1ons can be addresseo to your Area Vice President's StaN or the sub1ect matter experts. Use tnis document tor internal purposes only

A Pacific Telesis Company

•

BACK STAGE SUPPORT!
We can't open anew show without props. Behind
are
Marketing Manual (SOMM) or the Residence Order Contact Guide (ROCG)
System AID (TOPS AID). We have one for each of you to make your

•

This information was orovKled by the Se!Vrce Order Svstems Oistnct
Soecltlc Questions can lle addressed to your Area vrca Presrdents Staff or rne subrect matter experts
Use thrs document tor mtemal IJUrposes only

(2)
SALES BULLEr IN {oon' t. )
The installation charges should also be packaged.

It's easier to rerrove

charges and tell them it will be less, than to keep tacking on additional
rroney.

When verifying charges-be sure to say that these charges include

the installation of the network access, the touch-tone line and the custan
calling features. (Break down charges only if the customer requests)
Installation:
lFR, 'ITR,

•

a:s

(Ssp cl): $42.50 (+ lal::::or if needed) IB $14.16/rro.

lMR, 'ITR, a:s (Ssp cl): $42.50 (

"

"

lFR, 'ITR

$37.50

It

IB $12.50,/rro.

lMR, 'ITR

$37.50

"

"

lFR or lMR (access only)$34.50

"

IB $11. 50/rro.

CHANGE ORDERS:

It should be easier to sell on change orders

TICM,

because

the NRC's are lower.
EXAMPlES:

"Mr. Customer, due to the recent changes in our rate strucure, I am (we are)
nON able to make certain changes in your service at a lower charge than be-

fore and in sane cases-at no charge.

Perhaps nON would be a good tirre

to review your service needs--may I ask you a few questions?"
UNTIL 10-l-S4
"Ms. Customer, fran what you've told me, I would reccmnend changing your

service to our standard econany plan.

You will save $3. 80 per rronth and

there is no charge for the change before Oct. 1st. "
"Mr. Customer, did you knON that for only $19.45(1MR $15.45) per rronth,

you can have the. rrost m:.xlern service available--and there is only a charge
of $8.00 to add these features for you. (IB is only $2.66 per month)

OBJECTIONS:

There are two main types of objections:

Price (It oosts too

IlUlch!) and Product (I don't need that!)
PRICE: "I can understand your concern about cost.
to your individual needs.

This package is tailored

You get the best service for the lOW'est price.

Your service will only cost you about 52¢ (65¢ lFR) per day.
like to order the (standard/premium) service for you."

That's 'Why I'd

(3)
SALES BULLEI'IN:
11

ProDUCT:

(con 1 t)

If you haven't tried our services, I'd suggest you expe.rilrent

with the package .. We can always rerrove the CUstan calling Services for
you at no charge.

Or if you detennine our standard service is not suited

I 1 11 be glad to change it to our premiun service at no charge until

to you,

Oct. lst. 11
Rerrenber:

eustan
and:

There is still no charge to change a nunber to accarodate

calling.

When your custaner asks for IDDD, and they don't have CUstan calling,

sell than Speed Calling to make it easier to make those overseas calls.

5-9-85

It has been brought to our attention by the Premiere group that Wilshire Plaza RTOC
is not generating as many Premiere referrals as we have the potential for. Therefore,
we are giving you each a copy of the brochure the Premiere group sends to customers.
We hope this will aid in explaining the features of Premiere 6 to the customers and
also give you a better understanding of how Premiere c_an benefit the customer.
Here are some other suggestions by the Premiere group:

•

1)

Fact find about the ADL, who uses it, and why the customer's getting it.

2)

Let the customer know that if they get Premiere their line will be associated with
the other ADL(s) .

3)

When transferring the customer, tell the Premiere rep what features and points were
discussed with the customer.

4)

If your customer wants a call back, get a good CBR for the same day, and the next day
as well.

5)

Lastly, some customers are leery of being transferred yet one more time. For these
customers, assure them that the Premiere group is the last stop for them. Even'if
they elect not to take Premiere (and they should take it if the··fact-finding was
thorough), the Premiere rep will take whatever order the customer wants, whether
it's for an ADL or to add CCS.
Don't forget the contest for May. Dodgers & Angels tickets for every three Premiere
sales!!!
A drawing at the end of the month for a week-end for two in Las Vegas!!!
Also, if you have any suggestions as to contests or prizes for Premiere sales,
let your Premiere reps know or call the Premiere group!
GOOD LUCK WITH MORE REFERRALS!!!

•

August 19, 1985

To The Residents of:

•

JEWEL MANOR - 2801 ORCHARD AVENUE
CENTURY APARTMENTS - 3115 ORCHARD AVENUE, BLDG. 1 OR 2
TERRACE APARTMENTS - 1275 W. 29TH.
LA SORBONNE APARTMENTS - 1170 W. 31TH .

THE QUICK

fu~D

EASY WAY TO ORDER TELEPHONE SERVICE

All you'll need to do to place your order is:
Call your Pacific Bell Service Representative on telephone
number 488-6466, ~onday through Friday, 8:30 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
Before you call, consider:
The type of local calling service you will need.
We have three types available in your area Premium Unlimited .
Standard Measured .
*Universal Lifeline
*This service is limited to only
30 local calls per month and
certification is required.

I

$8.25 Mo.
$4.45 Mo.
$1.48 Mo.

Our Custom Calling Features:
CALL FORWARDING - Transfers your calls to another
number to take messages or to a number where you
can be reached- by having this feature you won't
have to stay home waiting for an important call.
3 - WAY CALLING - Allows you to talk with two
different people at the same time. This way you
can avoid making several calls to schedule
meetings, parties or study groups.

:'i

l

-2-

SPEED CALLING - Enables you to dial frequent
called numbers at the touch of 1 button. This
is great if you make long distance or international
calls.
CALL WAITING - Lets you know when someone is calling,
even if you are using the phone. It allows you to
put the first call on Hold and answer the second call.
This is very helpful if you have a roommate or use the
phone alot.
We recommend you order all 4 features to save money on the service connection charges.
Our Discount Calling Plans:
WIDE AREA CALL BONUS - Allows you to call any where in
your service area at a reduced rate during specific
off-peak hours. Discounts range from 20% to 35%.
COMMUNITY CALL BONUS - Gives you a calling credit and
discount to a particular community i.e. Huntington
Beach for $8.55 a month gets you $24.40 calls FREE
AND 30% discount.
CIRCLE CALL BONUS - Get 30% discount all day on calls
beyond 16 miles within 40 miles of your
And, of course, you will need a TouchTone line so that you may use
any telephone on your line.
If you have a roommate sharing the service, we can also list their
name.
For ease of ordering, you may select one of the following and
tell the Service Representative the plan you want when you call.
CALIFORNIA PLAJ.'l
-

Measured Local Calling
4 feature Custom Calling
TouchTone capability
Wide Area Call Bonus**
$18.40 per month.

MULTI-USER PLAN
-

Unlimited LocalCalling
4 feature Custom Calling
TouchTone capability
Additional Listing
Wide Area Call Bonus**
$22.70 per month.

UNIVERSITY PLAN
-

Measured Local Calling
3 feature Custom Calling
TouchTone capability
Wide Area Call Bonus**
$16.40 per month.

STARVING STUDENT PLAN
-

Measured Local Calling
2 feature Custom Calling
TouchTone capability
Wide Area Call Bonus**
$14.40 per month.

, I

I.

7.

-3-

*

**

These monthly rates DO NOT include 30 code
Speed Calling.
20% discount 12-2 and 9 p.m. to 8 a.m. Monday
through Friday, all day weekend.

All Pacific Bell customers will also be charged a $1.00
monthly access charge per the FCC.
Please have ready:
Your address and apartment number
Your Social Security number
Any previous telephone service numbers
We hope this letter will help you to select and order the best telephone
system for your needs. Thank you in advance for your business and if
you have any questions, don't hesitate to call.

Your PACIFIC BELL Service Representative
Enclosures

•
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Statement of AT&T
before the
California Legislature
Assembly Utilities and
rc
October 2 • 1985

•

ttee

AT&T would like to thank the Committee for the
rtunity to
speak today on the subject of changing telecommun cations
environment.
The Committee 1 s
estions a e at the least. all
acing concerni
this topic and I would like to discuss
with you what I bel eve are the four mai
topic areas of
concern to the Committee.
are: ( ) The impact of
divestiture and deregulation on the ong distance market
place. (2) The impact of the changing te ec
cations
environment of industry employment. (3) The status of Equal
Access. and (4) Universal Service.
l.

It is important to make the distinctio
tween
telecommunications deregulation and t
AT&T divestiture
because the two are not one in the same.
Both however. are
symptomatic of the introduction of compe itio
nt formally
monopoly markets.
AT&T is still heavily regulated even t
s been
divested of its operating companies.
ther ha
deregulation has occurred in the telecommunications
marketplace for the long distance carrie s other than AT&T.
have the ability to operate in Cal f r
a
thout the
regulatory oversight and constraints tha are put on AT&T.

•

The citizens of California should have ava lab e to them
ubiquitous. high quality and reasonab
pr ced
telecommunications services.
This will be achieved through a
effective
c s
policy which offers: the most eff cient
new se
price options to the consumer; improved
develo
new technology: and the opportuni
for
new business and the creation of jobs.
The pr
se of competition e
sioned
ves iture has been
retarded by continued unnecessary and unequal r
latory
involvement in the marketplace, which de es cus omers the
rapid delivery of new services and pri e edu tions.
AT&T
still carries the burden of handicaps from it monopoly past,
while its competitors receive specia advantages as they
operate nearly free of regulation.

- 2 -

AT&T Communications is clearly not
competitive interexchange carrier.
designed to govern a monopoly and
competition has been rendered obso e
telecommunications marketplace.
Traditional regulation imposes co
necessary pricing flexibility a
services required to meet competit
is to place barriers to achieving an
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production.
Universal service does not mean or require
subsidization of middle and upper income customers' basic
rates.
There is nothing wrong with expecting these
subscribers to pay the full costs of se
ces they choose to
consume.
Low-income customers need low-priced telephone service.
However. there is no evidence that cost-based pricing
significantly threatens universal service. We are not being
confronted with any crisis.
The movement of telephone
service rates toward their costs is happening gradually.Regulators, legislators. and the industry are managing an
orderly. if contentious, transition.

•

Timely and flexible repricing of telephone services is needed
to prevent wide-spread bypass of the local exchange
companies. which would undermine universal service because of
the 11 bypass spiral 11 •
AT&T supports lifeline telephone service and has firmly
supported the interstate Subscriber Line Charge waiver for
lifeline customers before the Federal Communications
Commission.
However. there is no need to continue the current system of
subsidizing everyone's basic service bill whether they need
it or not.
Most people can afford basic service. and there
is no good reason middle and upper-income people should not
pay the costs of the services they choose to consume.
Local lifeline programs should be targeted to those truly in
need of assistance. and the qualification criteria should be
verifiable to prevent abuse.
Any lifeline program must include a targeting mechanism which
guards against abuse while minimizing administrative costs
and the intrusion into customers• privacy.
Local lifeline programs should be funded in an equitable and
economically rational fashion.
They should be funded either
as other social welfare programs are funded {via state tax
revenues or state tax deductions for local telephone
companies). or else they should be funded in the same manner
as other local telephone services are funded (through
residual pricing under the supervision of state regulators).
Recovery of local lifeline funds from surcharges on toll
traffic are inefficient and inequitable because only toll
users support the lifeline program and the peavy toll users
are forced to bear a disproportionate burd~n.
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Impact of Competition in Long-Distance Marketplace on
Employment and Labor Unions
No knowledge.
Larger companies should be consulted.
Status of Moore Universal Telephone Service Act:
The rural telephone companies have the highest percentage
of lifeline service, varying from 10-30% of their residential subscribers.
This is due to the dependence on
agriculture and logging incomes, which are depressed.
Many would be unable to afford telephone service if the
Act had not been made law.
External Marketing of the Universal Telephone Lifeline
Program.
,
Rural company service representatives advise each
applicant about the availability of lifeline service.
The companies also publicize the program in bill inserts.
The most effective marketing is the lifeline customer
who tells others.
Future of Universal Telephone Lifeline Service in California.
Numbers will increase in retired households on low fixed
incomes.
In other households, decreases will occur as
employment and income increase.
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Good morning.

I am George Schmitt, Executive

Pacific Bell Planning.

rector for

On behalf of my company. I want to thank

you for the opportunity to address this c

ttee on the changes

in our industry and their impact on consumers and employees.

As stated in the notice for this hearing. the telecommunications
industry is undergoing profound change.

the reasons for

that change are rapid advances in technology and support by the
federal government for competition a

deregulation.

factors have caused the breakup of the Bell

These

tern. a

dramatically changed regulatory environment. ever-increasing

•

competition. and new customer needs and demands .

Although divestiture is behind us. the pressure for change has
not diminished.

Let me give you three examples of areas in

which rapid change continues.

- First. with competition increasing. we can no longer
sustain the old Bell System practice of using interLATA long
distance revenues to subsidize local service.

If we persist in

doing that. we'll give long distance carriers a tremendous

financial incentive to escape the subsidy by bypassing the local
network.

If they leave, the result will be higher rates for

those remaining on the network - largely residential and small
business customers. ·

- Second. competition has intensified the need for Pacific
Bell to cut costs wherever possible.

That's the only way we can

remain financially healthy, meet the competition. and offer our
customers the low rates they need.

- Third, market demand and technology permit us to offer a
range of new and advanced Information Age services to all our
customers.

The problem is that we are subject to restrictions

which do not allow our network to be all it can be.
has to change.

That simply

By liberating the network from these restraints,

we can retain current customers. attract new ones. keep down the
cost of basic service, and make life easier and more convenient
for everyone.

I want to stress at this time that Pacific Bell recognizes that
it is a telecommunication company and has a commitment to
maintain basic telephone services for our ratepayers.

Pacific

Bell's commitment to universal service remains strong and will
be honored.
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The changes in our industry have raised several issues of
particular concern to this committee.

They are:

- customer confusion.

- Lifeline - Its status and future.

•

- The future of universal service .

- Employment in our industry .

•

- Equal Access/Easy Access.

- Long distance service and competition.

I'll address each of these issues in some detail.

CUSTOMER CONFUSION:

In the wake of divestiture. our customers are contending with
many companies providing many services at different prices.
terms and conditions.

At the same time. restrictions on Pacific

Bell and the other Local Exchange Companies prevent us from
offering the simplicity of "one-stop shopping."

-
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Clearly. these changes have confused some customers.
we've been working hard to mitigate confusion.

That•s why

And, while much

work remains to be done, I believe we're succeeding in most
areas.

For example:

- Our studies show that Pacific Bell's customers believe our
service today is as good or better than it was before
divestiture.

- When customers call us about services and equipment we're
prohibited from providing, we•re ready and willing to explain
their options.

our bilingual services allow Pacific Bell to meet the
needs of non-English speaking customers.

- We've conducted an educational program among our employees
so they•re ready to help friends and neighbors get the service
they want.

- With assistance from consumer and other groups. we•ve
redesigned our bill to make it easier to read.
- 4 -

- And we've proposed rate structure changes to the CPUC
which will give our customers more flexibility while keeping the
cost of service low.·

LIFELINE -

ITS STATUS AND FUTURE:

To us. Lifeline means the services called for in the Gwen Moore

•

Universal Service Telephone Act.

The term universal service has

a much broader definition which we'll get to later .

•

We support Lifeline. and have done so since its inception.

We

believe it's the key to affordable service for low income
families. We also support the effort to target Lifeline to those
who need help.

We should not subsidize people who are not in

need.

The CPUC recently issued its annual report on Lifeline to the
state legislature.

The report shows 493,768 customers were

using the service statewide on June 30. 1985.

Pacific Bell has

about 350.000 of these customers.

We estimate that about 1.5 million customers are eligible for
the service -- which means Lifeline is reaching only one-quarter
of those it's designed for.

As a result. the Universal Service

Fund. which pays for Lifeline. has a surplus of $43 million.

-
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At Pacific. we reexamined Lifeline because of this low
subscription rate and discovered that people want more calling
flexbility from the service.

That's the case because Lifeline

customers have high calling patterns which today make other
grades of service cheaper. particularly if they are in families
of four or more.

This is why in our current rate case. we•re supporting increased
choice for Lifeline customers.

We're proposing that customers

choose from this menu: a limit of 30 untimed local calls. an
unlimited use option. and an in-between option of 130 untimed
local calls.

The 130 call option exceeds what we estimate to be

the average number of calls made by eligible customers. 116 a
month.

As concerns the promotion of Lifeline. this is an area where
we've been active since the program's inception.

We intensified

these efforts this year by the use of English and Spanish Public
Service Announcements on various television stations.

The

announcements explain Lifeline and how to subscribe to it.

We've also established contact with government agencies and
private organizations which represent low income consumers.
We've surveyed select groups of customers to get a handle on
their awareness of the program.

We distributed English and

Spanish language brochures to our business offices, and to state
agencies and community groups.

We conducted advertising trials

on TV and radio to assess the impact of media promotions.

6 -

Also. the Lifeline certification form. available in Spanish and
English. has been revised to explain the levels of service
available to Lifeline customers.

As required by the CPUC. we

notify all customers annually about Lifeline.

And we're always

looking for new and better ways to spread the word about this
service.

The Gwen Moore Universal Telephone Service Act. which created

•

today•s Lifeline program, becomes inoperative on July 1. 1988 .
That's why we've begun developing strategies to ensure that this
service continues to be available.

•

We hope to work with the

Legislature and the PUC on defining the best approach.

We're committed to Lifeline and believe this service should
remain the biggest targeted subsidy in our array of residential
service choices.

THE FUTURE OF UNIVERSAL SERVICE:

Pacific Bell strongly supports universal service. which we
define as the availability of reasonably priced telephone
service for all. One way to achieve this is with Lifeline
programs such as the one created by the Gwen Moore Universal
Service Act.

-
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Another way. as our industry continues to change, is through the
preservation of a financially viable core network.

We can do

this by moving to reshape current rate structures to allow price
and product flexibility, adequate capital recovery. and
continued development of the core network.

INDUSTRY EMPLOYMENT:

In the divested and competitive environment, we have taken
additional cost-cutting measures to remain strong.

New

technology also makes it possible to operate with fewer people.
Those forces help keep basic rates low while meeting customer
demand.

We used new technology to reduce cost, improve service,

and bring new products to market.

As we make these changes. Pacific Bell is attempting to adhere
to a long tradition of job security for its employees.

The

interest of our employees has been foremost in our plans to cope
with change.

For example:

-
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- We recently signed a comprehensive security agreement with
the Communication Workers of America to provide additional
protection to our employees.

This agreement. which is designed

to reduce the negative effects of force reductions. is the first
of its kind in the telecommunications industry.

In it. we have

agreed to take all possible measures to prevent lay-offs when we
are faced with surplus conditions.

•

Its provision includes. for

example. that overtime will be kept to a minimum to maximize the
number of jobs.

Another provision is that procedures will be in

place to use employees in jobs covered by outside contract labor.

- We offer re-training and alternative jobs to almost all
employees declared surplus.

Reductions in force at Pacific Bell

have been made largely through attrition rather than layoffs.
Since divestiture. we have reduced our force by about
people.

a.ooo

Of these. 800 were laid off and 240 subsequently called

back to work.

This means fewer than 600 people - less than 1%

of our workforce - have been laid off.

And the vast majority of

these people were offered reassignment to another job or

•

location. but refused to move .

- And we have offered various types of financial incentives
to our entire force to minimize layoffs.
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If Pacific Bell is released from current business restrictions.
there will be far less need to reduce our force. and far greater
opportunity for all our employees.

We'd also be better able to meet foreign competition. which is
having an impact on employment in our industry.

Unlike these

companies. domestic carriers such as Pacific are saddled with
numerous restrictions. among them the separate subsidiary
requirement and prohibitions on the types of products we can
offer.

Moreover. foreign companies frequently receive

government support while ours do not.

This is one of the reasons why the foreign share of the CPE
market has increased dramatically over the last few years.
Freeing the network would reduce the desire for foreign CPE and
increase domestic employment.

We estimate that Pacific Bell

could add 1.200 employees if we received permission to offer
some information services.

EQUAL ACCESS/EASY ACCESS:

Equal Access refers to the availability to all interexchange
carriers of connections equal in type and quality to those used
by AT&T.
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Easy Access is a program which allows customers to subscribe in
advance to a primary interexchange company to handle all or the
majority of their calls.

Easy Access also allows a customer to

override his or her primary carrier and select a different
company by dialing five additional digits.

This is also known

as company code dialing.

Equal Access allows interexchange carriers other than AT&T to
offer long distance service without requiring additional digits
to dial the call.
AT&T and provides

This puts these companies in
11

11

parity 11 with

equal access to the network ...

The modified final judgement requires conversion to Equal Access
no later than September 1. 1986.

As of today. Pacific Bell is

on schedule with about 49% of our offices cut to Equal Access.

Equal Access requires extensive coordination among the
operational parts of our business as well as carefully
coordinated customer notification and order processing.

Problems have come up in this process. including changes in
procedures for handling customers who do not pick a primary
carrier.

Pacific Bell worked with our regulators on a decision

to default such customers to AT&T.

This was later reversed by

the FCC. which mandated that such customers be allocated to
carriers in their area based on the percentages of those who
presubscribed.
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These kinds of changes have led to more customer confusion about
Easy Access than would otherwise have been the case.

Because of these problems. Pacific Bell is leading the way to
reduce confusion over Easy Access.
choose long distance carriers.

We're helping customers

We've initiated a "clustering

approach" to Equal Access so that conversions can be made at one
time in a geographic location.

We've established bilingual 800

numbers where non-English speaking customers can get
information.

These 800 numbers were printed in Spanish and

Chinese on the outside of the Easy Access direct mail packages.
We also taught our employees how to help their friends. family
and neighbors take advantage of Easy Access.

LONG DISTANCE SERVICE COMPETITION:

InterLATA competition has brought more choice and may well bring
lower prices to all consumers.

But the present structure has

also created problems for local exchange companies because
interLATA long distance services are priced well above cost to
provide a subsidy to basic rates through interLATA access
charges paid to us by the interexchange carrier ..
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This. in turn. makes bypass a real and pressing problem.

If

bypass increases. it will ultimately drive the cost of
supporting the

netwo~k

onto those least able to afford it -

residential and small business customers.

This is why we believe interexchange carriers should be
prohibited from connecting directly to large customers.

If they

begin doing that in significant numbers. a bypass spiral could
emerge which would reduce revenues to the local company and
cause higher rates for the small subscribers who have no choice
but to stay on the network.

CONCLUSION:

Divestiture. competition. and deregulation have created a new
outlook for the telecommunications industry - one which is
always changing. sometimes difficult. and very dynamic and
promising .

•

Local companies. such as Pacific Bell. have to deal with the
threat of bypass - and the very real phenomenon of competition while still saddled with regulatory and judicial restrictions.
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In addition. these same local companies must meet their
obligation to provide affordable local service, depending on a
system of subsidies which is in jeopardy because of the changes
sweeping our industry.

Pacific Bell is determined to develop an approach to the
business which will benefit our customers. ensure a viable
public switched network available to all. keep rates affordable.
and allow a fair return to our investors.

We plan to do that by:

- Being customer focused and providing the level and type of
service our customers want.

- Being market-positioned and ready to take advantage of
opportunities as they emerge.

- Using our resources effectively and taking maximum
advantage of technology's ability to increase productivity and
lower costs.

- Being effective leaders while developing a culture which
allows our employees to develop to their full potential.

- And effectively conveying our message to the public and
our regulators.

Thank you.

-
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TESTIMONY OF GENERAL TELEPHONE OF CALIFORNIA
ASSEMBLY COMMITTEE ON UTILITIES AND COMMERCE
DIVESTITURE AND DEREGULATION:
IMPACT ON TELECOMMUNICATIONS
LABOR AND SERVICE
OCTOBER 23, 1985
The committee has expressed an interest in a wide variety of
telecommunications issues.

I

Rather than responding to each

question, we have grouped them into general subject areas to
facilitate more complete answers.

LABOR ISSUES

over the past several years General Telephone of california has
been forced to reallocate/reduce its workforce.

Those

adjustments have been made without layoffs, and our projections
through the end of 1986 indicate that we can continue the
reallocation/reduction process without layoffs.

The two major changes driving these workforce reductions are
deregulation and mechanization.

For example, because of

deregulation, GTC no longer needs the vast numbers of telephone
installers and repairers that were necessary when the telephone
companies were the only source of telephone equipment.

In the

mechanization area, the conversion from electromechanical to
electronic and digital switches has caused a decrease in the
need for switch maintenance employees.

To the greatest extent possible, GTC is committed to assisting
employees in areas where employment needs are shrinking to
obtain the training necessary to enable those employees to
transfer to other job classifications within General Telephone
of california.

IMPACT OF DEREGULATION AND DIVESTITURE ON CONSUMERS

Because General Telephone of california was not directly
involved in the divestiture of AT&T, it is not appropriate for
GTC to comment on the effect of divestiture on AT&T/Pacific
Bell's customer service.

However, as far as General's

customers are concerned, over the past five years our service
has improved significantly.

GTC has contracted with an

independent opinion researcher to conduct surveys of customer
perceptions of our service in three areas:
repair and local dial.

installation,

Since 1979 customer satisfaction in

those areas has contined to increase.

Further, over the same

period service-related complaints filed with the CPUC have
declined from .60 per 10,000 lines to .37.

In the aftermath of deregulation and divestiture, GTC has
established a consumer advisory panel to address key issues of
concern to GTC and our customers.

Generally, customers seem to

have accepted the necessity of "shopping" for a telephone in
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the same way that they would shop for any other small
appliance.

However, there does appear to be some confusion

over the desirablity of renting a telephone versus purchasing
one, and we are working with our consumer panel to help us
better inform our customers on this issue .

•

LOCAL SERVICE PRICING AND FLEXIBILITY

currently, GTC customers in the Los Angeles metropolitan area
(essentially area codes 213 and 818 and five exchanges in the
714 area) have a choice of three types of service:
measured rate and lifeline, if qualified.

flat rate,

In our remaining

service area, our customers (approximately 40 percent of our
residential customers) have a choice between flat rate and
lifeline.

As plant modernization and the CPUC permit, GTC

hopes to offer all customers the option of measured service to
better enable us to meet individual customer needs.

EQUAL ACCESS

Equal access will allow customers to designate a preferred long
distance company for "one-plus" dialing.

Customers will also

be able to make long distance calls via other companies by
dialing a five-digit access code.
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Finally, equal access will

ensure that all l<>ng distance companies have the same
high-quality connection to the local customer.

By the end of 1985, 12.8 percent of GTC's customers will have
equal access.

At the close of 1987, 91.8 percent will have it,

with 100 percent availability by the end of 1990.

Ninety days prior to equal access conversion, GTC's customers
are mailed a notice of conversion with a brochure explaining
equal access and a list of long distance carriers.
consequently, customers who have equal access available
generally underst;1nd their choices.

However, customers who do

not yet have the service are sometimes confused by television
commercials referring to equal access and to the necessity of
making a choice br!fore the phone company chooses for them.

LIFELINE SERVICE

General Telephone is in the process of designing and
implementing a publicity campaign for lifeline service.

Since

the service was implemented in July 1984, GTC has provided a
number of

announc,~ments,

via bill inserts, of the availability

of lifeline service.
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To bolster this existing program, General will be establishing
a lifeline hotline.

This toll-free number will be available to

existing customers who have questions about or problems with
their lifeline service.

The number will also be publicized to

potential customers who have questions about lifeline service.

In addition, we are in the process of preparing a brochure

•

(English and Spanish) explaining lifeline service.

It will

include the lifeline hotline and a tear-off prepaid postcard
for those wanting to enroll in the program.

The brochure,

which will be ready by year-end, will be distributed by
community and consumer groups as well as government
unemployment and social services offices.

Internally, customer representatives are instructed on
lifeline's features and eligibility both when they enter the
customer rep position and through periodic updating by
supervisors.

Furthermore, customer representatives'

job

evaluations are based in part on whether the representative

•

fully informs the customer of his/her telephone service
options, including lifeline.

GTC supports the concept of lifeline service for eligible
customers.

Under the current law, the CPUC has the

responsibility for setting eligibility requirements and may
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adjust those requirements if necessary.

Additionally, the

commissison must make a yearly report to the Legislature on the
status of 'the lifeline

~rogram;

lifeline effort, we believe it

· AlttiQugh it is early in the

.

~s

'

a"good first step in dealing

with the price of communications for low income customers.
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